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INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Present Interes t
Such a problem as "housing" is a rather ambitious
undertaking for a thesis of this nature, partial larly when
attempted a person previously innocent of any association
with the subject other than the rather hazy recognition that
there was such a problem in this day and age.
Thorough treatment of the problem cannot be given,
but the writer shall attempt to present a summary view which,
though far from adequate and inclusive, will at least give
the reader a background of the situation and the problems
involved.
Volumes might well be written on any one phase of the
subject of "housing" or on any one of the "economic aspects",
each having great difficulty in interpretation for the layman,
each detailing a particular problem with no relation to the
whole
.
The objective of this paper is to overcome these latter
two difficulties for the present interest in the problem in-
volves the average citizen of the United States in no small
measure, and any treatment of the problem should be for him,
in understandable, unbiased form.
The causes for the present emphasis on the problem
-
are varied. Civic pride, the problems of depression and unem-
ployment, the interest of the people who have seen what has
been done abroad, the recognition by the capitalistic,

democratic system of the necessity of solving the problem
for maintenance of its political supremacy, the present low
state of real estate prices, the intensity of the problems of
financing agencies with mortgage foreclosures, disturbances
such as the Harlem "slum riot", the refusal of unemployed
welfare recipients to live in hovels in New York City, and
the entrance of the Federal Government into house financing
and construction -- all these causes and many more, local
and national, selfish and altruistic, social and economic,
have contributed to arousal of interest by most of the citi-
zens of this country.
Definition of the Problem
Housing represents one of the most significant com-
munity problems of the day. It delves into many of the social
and economic aspects of the present-day mode of living, with
its many ramifications touching all phases of a citizen's
activity both as producer and consumer, as can be inferred
from the varied sources of the motives which have caused
present interest, only a few of which are noted above.
That it is a problem for America may be noted when
it can be said of this "progressive" leader of nations with
its "modern, high standard of living", when speaking of the
housing for low-income groups, that almost none of the
dwellings for these people can come anywhere near compari-
son with the standard of housing for European workers, as
commonly accepted in the "old" world.

Just what is the "housing" or "the housing problem"?
There are two aspects of the problem — urban, or
city housing, which involves the problems of slums and
blighted areas, and suburban
, or the problems of individual
home ownership. The former is the aspect usually thought of
as constituting the problem but the latter has greater possi-
bilities for business and industry as a whole.
Both are essentially a part of "town planning"; both
fields have as their major problem a question of shortage
which, though involving many of the same aspects, differ in
that the shortage in urban dwellings causes the problems of
congestion and, in suburban, the problem of ownership
. This
latter item is, of course, also an urban problem, but in
order to have both aspects clearly defined, the above dis-
tinction is made.
This " shortage" is so great, not so much in the num -
b er of dwelling units available per family, but rather in
the sense of minimum standards of decent living available
to our working-class population, that the term "housing",
as now used, has two inseparable connotations -- "low-cost
and "minimum standard"
.
Herein is the crux of the problem for the economic
conditions are today such that low cost and minimum standard
are contradictions to each other. The cost? of homes of min-
imum standards are beyond the paying capacity of about fifty
per cent of American families and about one-third to forty
per cent of the families are actually living in deplorable

conditions below the minimum of decency which economists,
social workers, physicians, educators and statesmen have set.
The housing problem then is a problem of bringing
costs down to incomes (the opposite being entirely imprac-
tical) which can be accomplished by efficiencies in the var-
ious elements of home construction. These elements are
"economic" in nature and are the "Economic Aspects" of the
title of this paper.
Specifically they concern land and land development
and the real estate industry, city planning, architecture,
agencies of initiation and control, methods of financing,
construction and the building industry, legislation and
taxation and maintenance and management.
Each of these "aspects" has great possibilities
for economies which will lower the cost of homes and bring
decent housing within the buying or rent-paying capacities
of many more of our citizens.
Such economies, however, even though great, are not
quite sufficient. Experience has proven that, even with
full efficiency by coordination of all elements of cost, the
charges which must be made to liquidate the undertaking are
not low enough to provide for those on the lowest-income
level, those who need the housing the most. This involves
two points v-- increasing wage levels (which is highly im-
probable) or public subsidization of the deficit between
rent-paying capacity and the "economic" rent necessary to
amortize the capital investment.

5This problem of public subsidy is more directly
concerned with urban housing and slum slearance. Because
this field offers the more complete problem, not because
urban is more important than suburban development, and be-
cause the principles of economy and efficiency are essen-
tially the same for both, our treatment will be primarily
from the city viewpoint; hence, ;:Urban" housing in the title.
One item of the title remains for definition and
that is "American Democracy".
It has always been a cardinal principle of the
American People that a citizen does not need to be dependent
for his support on the Government; if factors arise which
mar this capability, they should be removed; if the cause
is low wages, these must be increased: his fellow citizens
should not be taxed on his account.
But, needless to say, the present Administration
has gone to exactly the opposite extreme. Housing is in-
volved in this change. Because conditions of this phase of
life are so poor and because European experience has led the
way, housing is being considered as a public utility just
as public eaucation, a certain minimum must be made avail-
able for all, at public expense, if necessary.
Our form of government and its recent far-reaching
changes of policy, the characteristic attitudes of our
people and business men, the heterogeneous nature of our
population, the wide diversity of geographic and economic

conditions throughout the nation -- all affect the problem
of housing and give certain problems peculiar to the
"American Democracy" which complicates the question more
than other nations have found it to "be, hut still we can
profit much by their experience.
To summarize this section, let us say: The problem
of housing is to provide a minimum standard of accomodation
within the buying or renting capacity of the lowest third
of our income groups. The solution of 'the problem lies in:
first, the reduction of capital costs by efficiency in
initiating, financing, constructing and controlling the
economic elements of home supply; and, second, if costs
are not then low enough, government participation or aid
to private industry to provide for those people who cannot'
pay the " economic ; ' rent necessary for successful free
private enterprises, or direct rental subsidy.
Method of Attack
The paper shall summarize what has been done here
and abroad, show the social and economic necessity of good
housing, present the present inefficiencies and problems,
social-economic and economic, and suggested solutions for
each, and summarize the whole.

SECTION I
THE BACKGROUND
OF
THE PROBLEM

History of Housing in Europe.
"In general the history of housing in Europe and
Greet tsritein following the war is one of development of the
labor class idea ss against the established force of indiv-
idualism in a property sense. Previous to 1900 the idea of
socialism had gained a foothold in England pnd the continent
social reforms had been undertaken, and the housing problem
itself had definitely been attacked.
The Continental Revolution and the Communist Mani-
festo of 1848 and the cholera epidemic in England in 1850
brought into being the first public Health Act, and in 1850
the first definite housing legislation in the form of the
Shaftesbury Act. Prince Albert sponsored model workers*
houses in the ureat inhibition of 1851 and subsequently,
Napoleon III in France and Prince Wilhelm in Germany pro-
moted or supported housing activities. In 1853 the first
housing society was established in France, and the idea of
"housing" had definitely taken root.
"Until the close of the world War the development
was gradual. In England the change between 1850 and 1910 was
from Tory philanthropic control to Labour Party control.
Housing passed from the field of royal prerogative into the
hands of labor and consumer organizations. Further than tha
a new race of architects and Planners grew up, who as tech-
nicians began to see that the problem was one of human en-
vironment which should be tackled at the very source.
* This summary is a compilation in "Urban Housing", Housing
Bull. No. 2, Housing Div. of the PWA, Dept. of Documents,
Washington, D. C. , 1936.

8"This general trend was apparent also on the continent.
The industrial revolution and the growth of labor parties
brought demands for housing which were a natural result of the
general wave of social reform sweeping the old world. Philan-
thropists, social reformers, technicians, and progressive social-
ists combined their efforts and dramatized the need for housing
to the point where it created a demand. For 50 years the pro-
gress was slow and deliberate.
England
"The recent history of housing in England has perhaps
been the most complex ^nd energetic, .following the Great War
the situation of a shortage of one million dwellings, and the
need of 100,000 additional dwellings a year brought about the
Act of 1919. The most important innovation introduced into the
program by this act was a policy of subsidy which in great nart
has been responsible for the extreme activity in Great Britain
in housing construction during the post-war years, £y a series
of further acts in 1923, 1924, 1925, 1930, 1932, 1933, and 1935,
a definite program of slum clearance in addition to new housing
has been undertaken. On the b^sis of an estimated need in 1919
for 2,400,000 new dwellings some 2,112,000 were built during the
years 1919-1933. of these, 56 percent, or 1,180,000, have been
put up through Government assistance to either public authorities,
public -utility socities, or private individuals, and 44 percent or
932,000, have been put up by private enterprise unassisted. ^his
activity has been increased yearly. In 1934, 300,000 new homes
were provided for and are now being completed at the rate of 1000
per day.

9"Prime Minister otenley Baldwin has stated th p t "The
nest five yeprs will see the disappearance of the lest of our
slums m& we have ^-lresdy taken steps to msY.e overcrowding
illegal as soon as alternate accommodations have been provided."
"The Act of 1935 is perhaps the most comprehensive
piece of legislation on housing ever enacted anywhere, .-.side
from the amending of principles contained in various other pre-
vious acts, it makes further and better rovision for the elim-
inatior of overcrowding, for the reconditioning of buildings,
provision for a housing advisory committee, management commis-
sions, and the consolidation of housing accounts.
"The progressive trend of housing under the ministry
of .health has provided for a firm policy of condemnation with-
out compensation for unfit dwellings, forced sale of uninhabit-
able ^roperty, and the establishment of rent levels in line with
the incomes of that group which should be aided. The general
tendency has been as much as possible to let private enterprise
handle the problem as long as it is cons.i scent with the prin-
ciples set forth in each housing act.
Belgium
"This country showed an appreciation of the housing
problem in the Act of 1889 which had some influence in subsequent
acts in F ranee and Germany. ay 1914, 60,000 new dwellings had
been provided. ihe Act cf 1919 prepared before the wft, provided
for a optional Housing Society, which up to the middle of 1933
constructed some 63,000 dwellings, a further number of 135,000
homes were provided by subsidies and loans during this period.
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Prance
"The trend of housing in France has been more specious
in chare cter with fev/er tangible results. JMapoleon Ill's efforts
in the 1850' s were rather ineffectual demonstrations. Raussmann f s
demoliton and planning campaign was accompanied by very little re-
placement. In 1889 the first housing conference was held in Paris
and a society "Societe Prancaise des habitations a bon l.Iarche" ,
was set up. The Act of 1894 was similar to previous Belgian
legislation. The formation in 1912 of Public Housing Offices
has been responsible for most of the housing undertaken in post-
war days. Since the war some 300,000 dwellings have been construc-
ted, a good many of which are along the outer limits of Paris prop-
er. I.Iuch theory and experimentation has been engaged in by
architests such as Le Corbusier, with very little tangible results
in the form of slum demolition and low-rent housing.
Holland
"State aid for housing came in the Act of 1901; 16,000
dwellings were provided in the years 1905-1914, 31,000 from 1915
to 1918, and 450,000 from 1919 to 1928. The Public utility
societies, local authorities, and private enterprise, all of
which engaged in this construction, were assisted by the State.
Austria
"Rousing conditions in post-iaiipire Austria were abom-
inable. Aside from a few show developments put up befor- the war
and the creation of s Central Association for housing Reform in
1907, nothing had been done. Federal assistance was granted in
small measure in 1921, but it was not until 1929 that a definite
policy produced other than negligible results. Principal activity
was confined to Vienna, where, from 1924 to 1928, 33,000 dwellings
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were provided. Since the war 62,000 have been built, almost
all directly by municipal aid. ^-he general form of development
has been in great rulti-family apartment buildings, socially
self-contained, within the last few years all such ectivity
has been drastically curtailed.
Germany
"In Germany the housing program has developed in post-
war yerrs along much the same lines as those previous to 1914.
.Public interest in Germany has not been confined to the question
of slum elimination, as in most European countries before the war
or in America to this day. There have never been as bad slums in
Germany as in England or the United °tates. Housing was under-
taken from the standpoint of planned economy, urban development
and social reform.
"Dwellings in Germany were overcrowded and rents specu-
#
latively high. The progressives were not interested in partial
philanthropic reforms but rather in the education of working classes
to the •noint of realizing their power and interests, and demanding
their just rights. As a result 1400 housing societies were in
evidence by 1914 which had built some 150,000 dwellings.
"The program was continued after the war. During the
years 1919-1925, 700,000 homes were provided, and from 1925-1931,
1,436,000 homes were built. Of these ten percent were put up
directly by public authorities, 34 percent by public utility build-
ing societies and the remainder by private enterprise, some of
which was government assisted. Cooperative societies have played
a great part in this program.
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"By 1935 housing activity fell off and has now
practically ceased. Nn money has been made available and urban
housing has been superseded by a policy of government colonization
of rural or semi-rural districts.
"In summary, some three million new dwellings have been
provided since 1919, 80 percent of which were by direct public aid.
Switzerland and Scendanavia
"Here housing programs have been operating under
goverment assistance for many years, J?rom 1926-1930, 60,000
homes were provided in Switzerland; in Denmark from 1920-1929,
45,800; in Sweden from 1917-1929, 57,400; end in Norway from
1914-1928, 14,900 dwellings, or new housing for about ore person
out of seven in the five largest towns of that country. In the
city of Oslo from the establishment of a housing office in 1912
through 1931, 7,240 dwellings have been municipally erected and
6,300 further homes provided as cooperative or uublic utility
houses. In this way some 54,000 people or more than one-fifth
of the city's population, have been provided for. similarly, in
Copenhagen every fifth person lives in a dwelling put up by
either the town or by a public utility society, nonspecula tive in
character. In Stockholm, more than one-tenth of the population
lives in cooperative developments."
General *
"The fact that most European governments after the war
adopted vigorous official policies toward the housing nroblem is
not of itself remarkable. The nature of the emergency in quanti-
tative terms alone, plus the pre-war urecedenfs for public re-
sponsibility in housing matters made it inevitable. in all
* Adapted from "Modern Housings , Catherine bauer ,1934 ,pp. 119-140
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countries, the r^tio of rents and building cost to incomes had
been stepdily rising for fifty years or more, end the proportion
of population able to pay en economic* rent for a new dwelling
of minimum decency had as steadily declined. Or, to put it another
way, a dwelling of 'minimum decency f in 1920 was very muc>-. more
expensive relative to income than a dwelling of minimum decency
in 1800, without necessarily involving any appreciable net in-
crease in real living standards. This state of things had. re-
sulted in various official measures and tentative experiments in
all European countries long before the war. £ut, in 1918, the
cumulPtive shortage of 8 century plus the complete building hiatus
of the war years created a dire emergency which could not be
evaded or postponed.
"The first measure necessitated by these conditions was
rent restriction, first applied in most European countries during
the war, and continued In many of them, in modified form, up to
the present time. Rents were kept down r s closely as possible to
the pre-war scale, while the index of building costs, of food and
other materials, rose to double or even treble the 1914 figure,
end wages hovered somewhere between. Unaided private enterprise,
therefore, which had supplied very few new dwell ings to the lowest
income-half for fifty years, was now equally enable to take care
of the middle-income groups, and. had to confine its activities to
those better-off beople to whom the rent restriction did not apply.
"Some form of public aid was obviously necessary, if any
low-cost houses- were to be constructed at all. Ahe only question
was, what form should it take? It must not be forgotten that we
in America after the war had the same emergency shortage, the same
increasing spread between costs and inco-es , and ever in many
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localities the same rent restrictions. And in New Xork, from
1921 to 1925, we had public subsidies for housing, in the shape
of unregulated tax-exemption , just as heavy to the taxpayers as
the official *=id provided in the same neriod in England or in
Germany; the only difference being that the London and Berlin
dwellings were of quite high quality and were let ft relatively
low rentals, while the i\ew York houses were uniformly bad in
standard and could not he afforded by any but the top-third
income group, une kind of aid, therefore, was a subsidy to the
consumer while the other was a subsidy to the speculative build-
ing trade.
"What made the difference? Why did all the European
governments, to a greater or less degree, face the housing crisis,
not merely as an expensive emergency, but p s an opportunity both
to raise the general dwelling standard and to demonstrate a rore
effective and economic build ine: method?
"There were essentially three reasons. The first was
a very general dissatisfaction with the old kind of residential
environment, as produced by the old private-profit, individual
agencies. The (housing problem' as popularly understood in
Europe in 1919, was no longer confined to the provision of shel-
ter for paupers or clearing out a few particularly noisome slums.
It was quite the opposite of 'saving 1 the real estate business.
It was a prblem of finding a new way to house everybody. The
modern architects and the early planning engineers, were all
groping toward some solution larger than mere -palliative and reform.
"The second factor which applies particularly to Germany,
was the tradition of public responsibility in matters of city de-
velopment, the interested attitudes of professional and craft people
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"But all the Utopians, modern architects and enter-
prising city fathers in Europe are not enough to explain either
the quantity of post-war housing or the method by which it was
constructed. If there had been no organized demand on th e pprt
of the pe ople who needed good hous ing, there would have been no
such achievement. Housing was not bestowed from the top down in
Europe any more than it ever will be in America. It had to be
acquired by T^eonle who knew what they wanted, and how to get it.
For good, planned, community housing available to the average
citizen can be achieved, even partially, only when there is an
active demand on the part of the workers and the consumers which
is strong enough to overbalance the weight of real estate and
allied interests on the other side.
"The result of the passing of the initiative in pro-
moting housing from u-oper-class reformers into the hands of labor-
organizations end. consumers' groups was that, when the post-war
government began to consider the method of attack on the problem,
the 1- found not only a whole machinery all ready at hand, but a
demand so clearly formulated and well organized that it could not
be turned aside.
"The importance of this matter of education and of the
standard of demand cannot be overestimated when one corses to con-
sider the flabbiness and frustration of the current housing
measures in Washington. If the neople are still perfectly satis-
fied with the Old or New law tenements, or with wooden three-
deckers four feet apart, then it is foolish to expect any funda-
mental changes from the .Federal government.
There should he no suggestion that any country had
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even apnroached a final solution of the housing problem. Despite
the prolonged activity, Europe is far from reaching a satisfac-
tory solution. Npne of the countries, with the possible exception
of Holland, has yet made up the mere quantitative shortage which
existed in 1918. Roughly thirty million neople have been de-
cently housed, but there is another 100,000,000 who have not been.
Slums still stand, some of them more crowded than before, ^nd the
necessity of constructing ten to fifteen million additional
dwellings in the next 10 years is a minimum estimate if the
program is to continue. Inurermany and in Austria there have been
serious setbacks. Soviet Russia on the other hand is swinging
into a high-speed long-range program which is wholly public in
character.
"Only a eomparal ively small nortion of the new dwellings
actually reaches the lowest income-group, and the matter of housing
the unemployed has hardly been approached, In every country more-
over, there has been the difficulty that houses which average
workers could pay for in 1930 are entirely beyond their means at
present. xhe housing problem can never be solved all by itself;
in the final analysis it depends on the distribution of pur-
chasing nower.
"The fact that post-war housing is in many respects a
matter of history merely doubles the necessitv for inquiring into
it more closely, tor
,
whatever the future, the achievement of the
past seventeen years has been a positive one. New standards were
established; new methods were evolved; new technioues developed;
new and creative ideas given some sort of concrete form, 'ihese
millions of new dwellings constitute both a starting-point and a
gauge for future activity. .American housing must, of course,
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develop its own technique to meet its own requir-ments . ^>ut, there
pre certain broad elements in the iiiuronean experience of which
America cannot afford to be ignorant."
Some principles that must be kept to the front in our
minds- when analyzing our problem, which we may adopt "fter
scrutinizing this section on the experience of Europe are:
(1) No effective attack on the problem can be expected unless
the mass of people are aware of the problem and organize their
demand and method of attack on the basis of the best principles
of modern architectural end environmental standards.
(2) With a program decided upon, it will be absolutely necessary
to have subsidy in some form so that standards may be maintained
and at the same time the accomodations may be within the paying
capacity of the people who need them most.
(3) Subsidy without strict regulation of standards and rents
will only demoralize the program.
(4) Slum clearance should be secondary, first provide the needed
homes and then legislate to make overcrowding illegal and to force
condemnation and sale, if necessary without compensation.
(5) Any program to be effective must be continuous, and to be
fully effective and most efficient experience shows that the
part of the government should point towards assistance and regu-
lation rather than direct participation in the field of private
enterprise.
(6) Any well organized program will consider the housing of
the whole of the people even though the emergency situation
limits action to those needing it most.
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History in the Lnited states
Housing in the United States until the beginning of
the twentieth century was not a widely recognized problem and
was just barely recognized by a few of our social workers, 'i'he
United States hasn't the density of nopulatior^as h*=s Europe and
to that extent our problem is less acute, and the advent of
zoning (first in New York in 1916) has helped give some semblance
of a plan to our recent building,
Washington was one of the first to see the need for town
planning. Even his slave quarters were of a much higher standard
than most of the present shacks of the "share-croppers", blank and
white, and certainly more healthy than our city slums.
Ivot much progress for our lowest classes in the housing
field in 300 years, is there? Even with all the ills of the
Reconstruction period the Homestead Act of 1862 was worked out on
a plan, in fact the feature of the early .American mind was its
use of a plan, because the best way possible was carefully sought
after, despite the fact that our resources were great and the
general attitude was not to think of the future.
Most of our country has not yet keenly felt the slum
problem—only the ~oor n ands of the oouth and the large cities
find the problem really acute, but unless these areas and the
growing centres ulan for the future the problem will exceed that
of Europe and become almost impossible of solution.
We shall study the situation from two angles to see what
can be learned from our own history—the legislation enacted,
and the agencies which have carried out the attack on the
'housing problem 1
.
(For a detailed historv see "The Encvclopaedia Erittanica" , 1929
Volume 11
,
p. 841.
)
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Regulation by Legislation
New York was few ced to lead the country in housing
regulation, the first important law being in 1867 regarding
sanitary standards of multi^l- dwellings. Other laws were
passed but the Tenement House Law of 1901, which attemoted
to regulate future construction of multiple dwellings became
a Dattern for legislation by other cities and these generally
included provisions for minimum (l) light and ventilation,
(2) fire Drovisions, (3) sanitary provisions and (4) maintenance
and enforcement.
State regulatory and encouraging acts too have grown
but not so rapidly. Many various types of provisions .-.ere
enacted by the cities and states such as Wisconsin's cooperative
housing law in 1°19, rent restriction laws (which ceased with
a few exceptions after the War), and New York's ten year Tax
Exemption Law of 1920.
This latter tyoe of legislation would have been the
most profitable but with no standards, no rent levels or
selling price limits, it became a subsidy to building speculators.
This was corrected in 1926 by the N. Y. State Housing Law which
was the first really definite and constructive piece of law by
the states. It established a housing Board and authorized limit-
ed dividend corporations, "permitting cities to exempt such
companies from local taxes. Their dividends were not to exceed
6%; rents were not to exceed $12.50 per room per month in New
York City or $9.- outside; eminent domain was given through the
Housing Board and they were free from all forms of state taxes
and fees. This marked the beginning of changed oublic opinion
in regard to the relation of the state to housing problems.
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"No means of providing cheap credit were set up,
however, and the result to date is only around ten thousand apart-
ments. Moreover due to exorbitant land costs and expensive
money, it cannot be said that any of them approach the ordinary
accepted European stand of light, air, and space, and very few
were within reach of the lower half of the paid population even
in 1928." *
The Federal Government too, through the U.S. Housing
Corporation and the Shipping Board first tried its hand at the
housing situation in 1917. By good technical advice, sufficient
funds, and profiting by British experience, better standards of
design and layout of sub-divisions were established and the
demonstrations were to Drove particularly helpful to later
enterprises private and cooperative.
Another type of regulation was the 'zoning law',
which sought to control the use of areas for commercial, indus-
trial, and residential purposes; the height and area or bulk
of buildings as well as their use. This quickly spread to all
the states and cities after it was first established in New
York in 1916 and constituted a definite advance in the housing
movement.
All this legislation and example resulted in some
definite action by private enterprise rather than direct aid
by the governments as had taken Place abroad.
* Bauer, Catherine; "Llodern Housing" ,1934. P. 239
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The Production Agencies
While housing in Eurone was a matter of nubile
interest after the War, the history of American housing in the
•low-rent 1 field until 1933 was a matter of some little
enabling legislation, just discussed, and of construction
by private enterprise in three general fields: philanthropic,
investment and cooperative, *
The philanthropic sought a conservative long term
investment (but the profit was not paramount, the backer of the
enterprise or the fund would stand any loss) with the purpose
also, of demonstrating the low-rent problem to private business.
The Octavia Hill Association; Phipps Houses In©; The Rockefeller
projects in Bayonne, N.J. (1924), and the Thomas Garden and
Paul Lawrence Dunbar Apartments in New York City (1929);
Mariemont Ohio, 1923; Lavanburg Homes in New York's Ghetto (1927 )•;
Chicago's Marshall Field and Michigan Boulevard Apartments (1929):;
and Chatham Village in Pittsburg (1929); are all homes of this type
The investment type was somewhat of a public spirited
venture but with a firm business policy. It consisted of
limited-dividend enterprises such as those by the City Housing
Corporation of New York which erected Sunnyside Gardens, 1924, and
the satellite community in Radburn, N.J.
,
1928; and in New Ygrk
by the Metropolitan (1922) and in Newark by the Prudential (1929)
Life Insurance Companies. Also the projects in Industrial
Housing by 25 or 30 of the largest concerns (such as Goodyear
Heights and GMC ' s Modern Housing Corp.) may be included under this
classification. Th' s latter ty^e was the first large-scale
production, dating back to 1835, one hundred years ago,
* Wood, Arthur; "Community Problems" ,1928. Chap. VII

The cooperative society is scarce, the movement
getting a start duw to the Wisconsin Act of 1919» New Yorks
Law of 1926 caused many to flourish, chiefly among labor or
racial groups.
The building and loan association has had a very real
part but almost entirely in the single home field. The first
was started in Philadelphia in 1831. This is discussed more
fully under "Financing." Even though many states do not
have liberal incorporation laws or tax rules, it has been estimated
that one of every 2.55 urban dwellings in the U. S. has been
built with their aid.
It may be stated, with one or two exceptions, that
all these undertakings produced lower rentals but not lower
than could be afforded by the middle-third income group. They
have been of great assistance, though, in demonstrating new
ideas, and started the mode of concessions and inducements to
p ivate enterprise by various regulations of the states and
municipalities. They had to be self-liquidating and so low
rents could only be had if there was large-scale operations
(from 100 to several thousand families), with limited dividends,
6€ or less.
Bauer says (p. 240) "Throughout the country then,
there are not more than 20,000 dwellings erected since the war
on a oermanently non-speculative basis, and with any pretensions
to large-scale Planning or fundamental change in the quality
of house production and neighborhood environment. Twenty
thousand to set against four million five hundred thousand, In
a section of Eurooe with only slightly more population that that
of the United States. Moreover not more than half of the twenty
thousand really achieve a degree of permanent rmenity and freedom
from congestion wMch is the minimum working standard for ! modern
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housing' in Europe. And of the remaining ten thousand few or none
were available to the lover-paid half of the oooulation who need
good houses the most. All in all this is not a vary grand achieve-
ment. "
Latest History
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation, in 1932,
was given the -^ower to issue loans for limited-dividend ^rojeets
which were to be subject of approval of State or municipal
Housing Boards. Only one loan was granted, in 1933, for
Knickerbocker Village in the Lower East Side of New York,
although many of the states exacted enabling legislation
for limited dividend companies with the powers of eminent
domain.
The NIRA under title II provideed for slum-clearance
projects under the Housing division of the PWA as a means of
helping employment. Subsequent legislation relating to
house construction and finance created several agencies. The
Finance agencies are discussed under that section.
The construction agencies are two, the Housing
division of the PWA. and the Resettlement Administration (RA).
Resettlement Administration
This agency constructs rural-industrial or 'subsistence
homestead' communities beyond metropolitan limits and near
points of industrial opportunity for low-incore groups from
cities, to demonstrate a new method of land use in which farmers
and city workers are citizens of the same town. It makes
moderate loans to individuals for repairs for rural housing,
but not to those able to obtain them elsewhere. Projects will
be turned to local agencies for taxing and maintenance purnoseso
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Housing Division, PT.VA
Purchases sites, demolishes un^it dwelling? in slum
areas, ejects low-rent housing orojects for families of low
income, provides for direct local management a.n^ renting of
dwellings, amortizes 55^ of the cost of construction ov'er a
60 year period, at 3%, the other 45$ being ir the form of a
direct grant. It started to encourage limited-dividend
housing projects erected by private corDorations '"ith PWA
housing loans, but lack of r.rooer projects and sufficient
equity caused entire abandonment of this type of aid after
seven projects had been aporoved, now completed.
Fifty Drojects have been approved or completed,
including two in Puerto Rico and Cne in the Vi rgin Inlands,
totaling costs of
. $130,000,000.
These two agencies are the only ones set up by the
Roosevelt Administration which relate directly to housing
standards end they have as yet made hardly any impression at
all on the housing field and its problems. The financial
program in the housing field has had a. more fundamental and
wider effect. (See "Financing").
Outside of this recent government participation,
the history of housing in the past few years has been notable
only in the progress of zoning and regional and city planning
and of the restrictive type of housing law which sets minimum
standards (after the Veiller "Model Housing Law"--Russell £>age
Foundation, 1914 and 1920), though this latter has not been
adopted so widely as it might well be.
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At the end of 1936 twenty-five states had housing
Authority Laws, ten having more than one kind of law, while
fourteen had limited-dividend and cooperative housing enabling
legislation. *
The limited-dividend and cooperative agencies have made
great advances but are nov- at a standstill. Lven these have not
met the need, either of the lowest economic third nor of the
demand for the median brackets for new housing, the bulk, (in
New York, 99u/o) of which was still met by private enterprise. As
the paper progresses it will be seen that this almost complete
dominance is likely to continue.
Contrasting this private initiative as the greatest
productive agency with the advance in European practice of
Government control of private and public utility production
and actual participation, we wonder if we can ever approach the
productivity of European practice. It is not the method that
matters, it is the accomplishment of the same and better results
that must serve as a measure of our ingenuity. i?'rom our own
brief history with the problem it seems that private initiative
holds the whip ^nd is likely to continue to have the f lion f s
must
share* of the housing program, but the government/by regulation
and control instill good judgment and the desire for efficiency
in the use of this power which is of such wide social and eco-
nomic significance, and if necessary lead the way by partici-
pation on a temporary, and if wise, a permanent basis of action.
For detail see the Monthly Labor Review- J?'et>. 1937, p. 386

The Need for Housing
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The average American seen going to and from his occu-
pation lives in a single family detached wooden dwelling, con-
taining from five to eight room, located in and average size
smaller city, with his wife and two children, the value of
which is about $4000-4500.
It is the nearest thing to an exact general state-
ment one can make in a country of 2,973,776 square land miles
and a rapidly fluctuating population which was 128,429,000 as
of July 1, 1936 by estimate of the Bureau of Census. This
average as will any other such calculation, varies to great
extremes in this country of 48 states of different climates,
customs, laws and even definitely different races and nation-
alities. Methods of living differ first due to differences
in climate and second of nationality, while income, of course,
determines the level of the method. Therefore houses in
America will be of every kind of style, design, size, material,
and equipment and furnishings.
The average American is well-housed, in fact, the
casual observer sees no problem at all unless he hapoens to
pass through our Southlands or certain Darts of our large
cities and then he says to himself: "This is bad, but these
are all ignorant foreigners who are better off than they were
in the old country, so why bother my head about them?"
He would be surprised indeed, to find that these are
not foreigners living here, and even if the oarents are, their
children who go to school with his Johnny and Mary are future
American citizens, who are entitled to essentially the same
home conditions as his own children.

When he arrives hoire he notices how shabby his house
is becoming, and yet he cannot iraorove it and oay his insurance
and interest on the mortgage and if he could, his taxes would
probably go up. And he exclaims, "What a life for a fellow who
tries to improve himself, every step ahead brings new taxes.'
If I improve my house the community gains too, yet it penalizes
me in order to give some lazy bum or crook a nice jail and
three squares a day,"
Little does he connect his housing problem with that of
the slums, and still less does he consider his housing problem of
taxes as directly connected with the tenement district and yet
all are part of the same problem. Essentially the problem
includes him as well as the millions of neonle who live in the
filthy, ugly, d?.rk, noisy, congested and highly combustible
dewllings, not only as a tax-paying citizen, but also in his
capacity as a home-owner. In fact it extends to those fairly
well-to-do people who find that housing is a real problem to
them, the home they can secure is below their standard of
living as a whole because their dollar snent for housing does
not even begin to compare with the value received in other
c "^nodities such as their automobile.
Solution of mimimum standard, low-cost housing for the
veiy noon means solution of the nroblem through the whole scale.
Further, it is an immediate necessity to care for the most
afflicted so we will confine our attention to the basic problem.
If most of our citizens are well-housed, what is the
need and what is its extent as far as we are concerned?
The problem stated by various sources follow:
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G-ries and Ford say: "The results of careful re-
search have established the fact that practically no new
dwellings, and certainly no desirable tyoes of houses, have
been constructed in recent years at costs within the means
of two-thirds of our population. This two-thirds comprises
0,000,000 peoole, the farm population being excepted. TMs
means that the majority of families must continue to live in old
houses which are below our present standards of sanitation and
decency, in some cases so far below as to be an actual menace
to health and family life. "(Page 6'7-"Pres's. Conf '.'-1932
)
It is an anomaly that during the period of our
country's greatest advance in national wealth the housing for
70 per cent of our population has progressively deteriorated."
The National Housing Association has stated: "during
1932 and 1933 there weren't enough single homes built- to re-
place those burned down in those 2 years."
Bureau of Labor Statistics report the total housing
construction in 257 cities amounted to only 22,603 dwellings
or units, while the estimate of the yearly dwelling unit need
for new homew during the next ten years vary from at least
400,000 to 1,000,000 units. (1935)
Rexford G-. Tugwell has ^aid: "On 1 he basis of the
1930 Census and a later inventory of real property in 64 cities,
it is estimated that 36^ of all our American homes are of a
character to injure the health, endanger the safety and morals
and interfere with the normal family life of their inhabitants,
more than half of this third, or 6,093,314 were non-farm houses.
Dr. Edith Wood, perhaps the most widely quoted housing
authority, states: " the lowest economic third of the popu-
lation occupy obsolete, inadequate, neglected shelter, damaging
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in varying degrees to health and self-respect. Of these nine
to ten million families, roughly half occupy farm and rural
homes, ani half are city dwellers,"
L. W. Post in a ra^io speech made the remark that
"As long as nearly one-third of our fellow citizens are con-
demned to lives of filth and squalor we cannot call ourselves
humane nor socially intelligent."
In "Housing America" the Editors of Fortune state:
" less than half the homes in this country measure u~ to
minimum standards of health and decency. This would mean
that more than 65 million Americans or about 15 million
families inhabit slums."
Werner Hegemann writes: "According to the latest
investigations, approximately 40 million Americans I've in
slums and blighted districts ten millions of obsolete hces
(inhabited by one-third of the nationfs population) which
their owners wish to exploit profitably and from which the
municipalities wish to collect taxes; (in rough value assessed
at $20 , 000 , 000 , 000. )
"
The most conservative figures indicate that the
minimum standards of housing are not available to one-third
of our population, 40 million people, comprising from ten to
fifteen million families, half rural and half urban.
There certainly exists a present need for action.
At on£, however, we realize that the need has two aspects.
Not only must there be a program to provide adequate housing for
those now ill-housecfbut a program must be put into operation
which will be a preventive and continuous long time attempt
to do away with the Possibilities of future slums.
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This necessity for preventive raeesures can easily be
seen when one realizes the fact that but few of our houses ere
actually demolished in order to provide for replacement by new
construction. '"hile the average standards may remain the same
due to the increase by modern housing and aging of existing
homes, the decadent side becomes more and more repugnant due to
this lack of slum demolition for new building.
When such structure? are demolished they are replaced
by business areas as the city grows. The usual choice spots of
slums are between the exp?nding business centers and the newer
residences on the outskirts.
If not demanded by business theyare held either for
future speculation or because the low carrying charges on the
now amortized investment, can be met by the rents of thejcless
of people by whom they are still usable. 'There is a decline in
standards long before the investment value of the return on the
property is exceeded by the v^lue of the land which it occupies,
due to the general shortage of homes within the income of the
occupants of such areas.
Wew residential structures will not be built nor will
the old ones be improved for the surrounding neighborhood would
tend to nullify the possibility of increased rentals. Changing
the whole neighborhood with governmental regulation or assistance
such as demolition free of charge to owners, by prevention of
refinancing by controlling investment of mortgage funds, or if
necessary by forced condemnation , demolition or confiscation,
will probably be necessary in some form. The difficulty of making
such methods practical emphasizes the 7:eed for slum prevention.
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Having theoretically considered the extent of the
need as seen by housing authorities and the reasons why poor
urban housing continues to exist end the necessity for prevent-
ative measures we now turn to the actual conditions as found in
64 selected cities in the Heal Property Inventory of 1934 { a
P.W.A. project under the direction of the aureau of foreign and
Domestic Commerce) by the following figures and tables taken from
this report.
' The survey covering one-seventh of the total urban
population of the united States was conducted in cities ranging
from 11,000 (Santa i?'e, N.I,'.) to over one million (Cleveland
metropolitan area), with nineteen having less than b0,000 and
eleven with more than 300,000 population, and covering every
type of economic development.
There were l,931,0b5 structures surveyed which housed
2,612,107 families or 9,074,783 persons. The results follow:
Distribution of structures by typE—Dwelling units by t^ue
Kind of structure °jo of_total jjl; or_total_units_
One famil\y - 79.6 b8.4
Two family 13.0 19.0
Three family 1.4 3.0
rour family 1.1 3.3
Row Houses
.4 1.3
Apartments 1.1 9.4
Others 3.4 • 5.6
100.0 100.0
Condition of structures (Occupied 92.2yc , vacant 7.8?fc)
Very Spacious 29.0^0 Good Condition 37.6%
Spacious 27.0 Need Minor Kepairs 44.4
Adequate 26.8 weed Llajor Kepairs 15.6
Crowded lb.
6
unfit 2.3
Overcrowded 1.2 Not reported .1
Greatly Overcrowded .3
Not Keported .1
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Tenure
Owner Occupied
Owned free
Mortgaged
Not reported
quipment
59.3$
37.3
54.1
14.2
Baths
indoor Water ulosets
i.iechanical Kefrigeration
Light-U-as
Electricity
Cooking-(ias
Electricity
Mental units 60.7%
under $15 33.9
#15-30 43.7
$30 and over 22.5
(.percent Having)
Owned Units
83.79%
86.77
20.96
.21
95.42
7^.68
5.29
ented units
72.14%
80.43
14.40
.24
87.49
67.34
2.95
Distribution of '^oss . onthly Rental
Percent % 'Distribution in
Rental of Total Census '30,1
Under 510.00 15.57% 12.7%
$10. -§14.99 18.29 10.8
§15 - 19.99 17.79 10.5
$20 - 29.99 25.89 20.6
$30 - 49.99
$50 - 74.99
17.04 25.8
3.11 12.2
$75 - 99.99 .51 2.8
pi00 and over .30 2.1
Mot reported and
Rent Free 1.50 2.6
100.0 100.0
Distribution of Values of Owner Occupied Single Family Units
Percent of
Value Total
Under £1000 8 . 01%
$10)00 - $1499 7.16
$1500 - 1999 8.40
$2000 - 2999 17.98
$3000 - 4999 29.11
$5000 - 7499 17.07
$7500 _ 9999 5.37
$10,000-$14,999 3.62
$15,000- 19,999 1.33
$20,000 and over 1.46
JMot reported .49
100.00
With over 50% of the rental units under $20, and just
one-third for less than $15, it is a marvel that 40% of the
houses are classified as in 'good 1 condition and that 72% are
called 'adequate' or better, with only 2.3^ being unfit for use.
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It can easily be understood that those below the
$15 level are probably without private indoor toilets end
running wrter. (As a matter of fact even about 40% of the
families in v inncinati paying between $25 to $50 have no
modern conveniences but a cold water sink. ) Eight percent of the
structures surveyed had no interior water supply and over 60%
lack the convenience of both hot and cold water. with over 25%
of the dwelling units called less then 'adequate 1 ; and certainly
one-third without all of the minimum requirements of light, heat,
cooking, water, and sanitary facilities, no argument is necessary
to convince any person of the need for housing .
With this outline of the need and its probable extent
defined we turn now to a few facts about the general character
of American Housing as shown by the 1930 Census. Half of the
American homes and families are urban, one-half rural; half of
the* dwellings are rented; and one-half owned by the dwellers.
These relationships of situation and tenure of our homes have been
steadily maintained since 1890, and seem likely to continue without
much variation.
The Census shows that of our 29,904,663 families, 46,3%
(14,002,074) owned their homes; 51.2% (15,319,817) rented them.
And 51.8% (13,046,699) of the dwellings were urban; 48.2%
(12,158,277) were rural; and that about 58% of the families
were urban.
The median value of the owned non-farm homes was
•#4778, and the median monthly rental of non-farm homes was
$27.15. This median rental capitalized at one percent per month
(See Bents and Incomes to see how this figure is arrived at) gives
us a value of these rented homes of about 2700 dollars.
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The Census c lso gives conclusive evidence that we
are a nation of single family homes, this type of structure
making up 90.6% of the total (84.3 urban, 97.3 rural being
in chis class ) and housing 76.4% of our families. This is
further borne out by the ratic of families per dwelling which
though increasing steadily found only 1.19 families per dwelling
in 1930. Though 20.2% of the urban families lived in "three or
more family" (making 4.7% of urban units) dwellings the average
no of families per dwel ing was 5.7 or considerably less than
our conception of the growth and size o€ the multi-family
apartment house.
Outside of low-cost, slum clearing housing our uroblem
involves the single family house and it is this field of our
housing program which ^resents the basic challenge for a long
term program even though the immediate challenge is in the low-
cost, lowest income strata.
Though dealing chiefly with the latter we shall
not ignore the median field which is the widest field for producing
economic and social benefits through its stimulation.
The need for housing is evident. We have been pre-
sented with the challenge.
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Will the challenge be met? Hegemann notes: "This
renewed anneal to 'public opinion' an^ to the 'conscience of
the citizens' will surely be less futile than many similar
appeals have been in the past an^ which—with appalling
regularity—have proved disappointing. They failed to be
accompanied by the additional and nractical inducement of
Federal money, the indisoensability of which has at last
been realized by one man
—
, F. D. Roosevelt. But even grants
of 125 or 249 millions of dollars, given or ^ro-ised to
expedite the construction of new low-cost housing in 1934
and 1935, can lead to the building of hardly more than
100,000 homes, at a moment when nine or ten million new
American homes are needed and when the holders of tenements
or tenement mortgages strongly oppose Federal help even for the
erection of the 100,000. The health and haopiness of millions
of human beings are at stake." Will it not need the
consideration of a really long term program with the aid
of every citizen to really do the job right?
The answer lies in the present condition of our
democratic system, WE must examine the problem more closely
to find wh\y something as necessary and vital as good housing
is not being provided even with government help. What are
some of these things?
First, the income of one-third of our people is not
sufficient to enable them to nay for even a minimum standard;
second
,
the income of the next highest third is insufficient
to enable them to purchase a minimum standard newl£ built home;
third the economic costs of construction are so high that homes
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can be provided for only the richest third of our population,
(those with an income above 32000.*); fourth, it is doubtful
if the income of the lowest two-thirds can be appreciably
increased; fifth, the only methods ohoen for the lowest-third
are therefore: (a) huge economies in the production of homes
which will lower the cost to a level which can be afforded, and
(b) government subsidies in the forms of direct or indirect aid
to orivate enterprise or if necessary in the form of direct
payments for rentals; and (c) government entrance into control
of private building. These are in the order of their desir-
ability in accord with American thought. The great danger is
that if the subsidy comes first, economies will not be realized
at least to their full possibilities.
The above considerations gives rise to two general
classes of problems which we will call: (A) the Social-Economic,
involving the income status of our peoole and its implications
./ •*• •<*
on housing, and (B) the Economic, involving the cost facttrs
of construction. These are considered in detail in the
regaining pages of the thesis.

SECTION II
THE SOCIAL-ECONOMIC FACTORS
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Housing--An Economic Problem
Though all the topics that will be discussed have
great economic significance, some of them contain certain
social problems, and so it seems best to separate them from
the aspects which have to do with clear-cut "construction
economics.
"
These we shall call the 'Social-Economic 1 elements,
and as the paper progresses it will be seen that all of them
create "oroblems which point to subsidization and entrance of
the government into the housing field in one way or another.
These elements to be considered are: congestion, the social
results and economic costs; second, the problems arising from
the income and economic status of our oeo^le, the failure of
industry to provide for them, the limitations of income on the
value of houses to be erected, the standards necessary, the
housing program during depression periods, the -oroblems of
getting rid of the slums, the use of subsistence homesteads,
the nroblem of leisure, the permanent welfare and social
security program and its implication for housing; and third,
the effect of these items on the function of the government
as seen in the United States, and the question of subsidy and
its problems.
The 'Economic Factors' are the backbone of the
Housing Problem. The ^roblem is created by the inefficiencies
of our business system causing costs of these factors, (land,
land development, construction, financing, and management) to
be far beyond reason. When the problem of economies is solved

or more nearly solved in these aspects, the social factors
mentioned above will be well on their way to solution too.
All the factors of the Housing Problem are mutually depend-
ent on each other for solution of the rroblemsof each and
all must move together ani in the same direction if any
real progress is to be made.
Because of this interdependence t% ere is an over-
lapping of some of the discussion, for example, the problem
of clearing the slums and Land are mutual and almost the
same problems. We leave to the reader the coordination
of these elements at his own discretion.
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Congestion
The average population per dwelling by the 1930
Census is 4.75, the average family oer dwelling being 1.19,
yet due to the influence of multiple dwellings ( which count
as one 'dwelling') these figures are not a go~d basis for
measuring congestion.
Room congestion offers a better idea, the very mini-
mum standard beinp- roughly one person ner romm exclusive of
bath, two children counting as one adult. In this connection,
as far back as 1908 the Immigration Comnr ssion found Boston
leading the parade with a density of 144 persons oer 100 rooms,
while other large cities varied from 115 to l4l, with New v 0rk's
district being 139. Imagine what it is today.' It is a well
known fact among social workers that there are families of
mother and father and two or three children living in one
dark stuffy room, that must act as kitchen, dining room,
bedroom, study room, and living roomJ These cases are not
uncommon either.
The results of the congested conditions are fairly
well known. First the Physical. Death
,
by infant mortality
(in one survey being 227-6 per 1000 in houses facing on alleys *
and 159.4 in houses withs^treet frontage and sholed a steady
increase according to the increase in density per room, being
123«3 where the average per room was less than one, and 261.7
vhere the avei® ge was two or over but les~ than three) and the
general death rate which declines with the increase in rooms
oer family; Disease
, especially tuberculosis, and rheumatism,
skin and infectious diseases, anaemia anl general l°ck of
vigor due to damoness, lack of ventilation, darkness, over-
* In I.'enchester , x\'.H.—See-Infant ::ortelity Series, tto. 6.,
pege 109. (Jhildrens' Bureau, U.S. Dept. of Labor.
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crowding, dirt and bad Drivy arrangements.
The Moral . Crime andjdelinquency (50-90$ of which
is directly traceable to these small but densely populated
areas) which is not only due to the discontent with home
surroundings, but because the necessity of finding how to
use leisure which cannot be soent at home brings the full
deteriorating of all the gangs and resorts into full play.
The Mental . General high tension due to continuous
noise and lack of restful sleep causes irritability, lossof
efficiency In daily occupations and brings on mental disorders.
All these resolve themselves into social problems,
maladjustments of the individual and costs to the municipality.
Though the above evils are fairly well recognized the extent of
the costs of these factors to every citizen is barely realized.
Surveys of the South Boston sub-standard area * showed and
income of only $27*093-23 in 1933 with an operating loss to
the city of $238,473.51, and when private expenses of various
agencies of charity were included there was a total loss of
$248,020.51- The costs of welfare, hospitalization and policing
were over twice the costs of the schools. The latter being
$65,621.64 in comparison with the welfare cost of $96,641.83
which was 63% of the total for the city though the population
of the arda is only 44$ of the total. The area of "he section
is ten percent, the assessed value only 7%, The hospital,
street cleaning and rubbish collecting costs were above the
percentage of population allotment by 10%.
Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt opening a Detroit slum clearance
project in 1935 said: "This district has been expensive for
* Annual Report of the State Board of Housing, 1935
ERA Project for City Planning Bd.,1934, #X2233-F2 U46.
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the city of Detroit. Taxes pre 92 percent delinquent, 68% of the
dwelling have been condemned as unsafe for human habitation.
Records show crime to be six times the average. It is lack of
social consciousness which permits such conditions to develop, but
we may th-nk the depression for focusing attention on these
sore spots in our social life."
Dr. Wood by various calculations figured it Dossible
by good housing, to save some 415,000 needless deaths per year,
to cut the prevalence of disease at least 50%, and to reduce
crime about the same. The dollar values of these savings she notes
by reduction of deaths, 1 1/2 to 2 billion dollars; by reduction
of illness, fro- 1 1/4 to 2 1/4 billion; and by reduction of crime,
from 1 1/2 to 10 billions or a total possible saving of from 4 1/4
to 14 1/4 billions of dollars per year. This saving over a
period of ten years would cover costs of providing the nine
million needed homes which by economies might be made possible
at $4000 per family or a total cost of 36-40 billion dollars.
She concludes: "Even if it were all borne by the
taxpayers it might still be the best investment the country ever
made. i?'or the first time since the pioneer stage it would give
every ijnerican child something like an even break to show the
stuff that is in him." *
Here is the strongest argument for public subsidy.
For if this cost to the community in the form of added taxes and
social waste were eliminated, every citizen would benefit from
having better fellow citizens and then at the same time be
saving money in reduced taxes.
* Wood, £dith Elmer-"Recent Trends in ivmerican Housing" ,1931^ p. "2^

Rent and Incomes
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It has been said that "The best house for which a
family can nay is the type of house that should be built."
This section is inserted in order to show that this orinciole
is not being followed, and the reason it is not being followed
by builders is that incomes are so very low and costs of
construction are so very high that it just can't be done.
The problem of costs is considered later, the incomes of
our oeople, the rent they can nay and the value of the
house that can be erected for the rent that can be oaid will
be examined.
"What has hao^ened in the market for American
housing may be described as follows: One-third of the families
have incomes not exceeding $1200; one -third have Incomes from
§1200 to $2000; one-third have incomes above $2000, It is
a proven rule of thumb that no family should attemot to
buy a house costing more than twice its annual income, and
that no family of limited income should pay more than 20% of
its income in rent. Families in the lowest third, therefore,
cannot buy houses costing more than $2400 nor pay more than
$240 a year in rent. Families in the middle third cannot buy
houses costing more than $4000 nor nay more than $400 a year
in rent. Eut the average cost of single family dwellings built
in 85 American cities in 1929 was 34,902 exclusive of land;
and the selling price o p these same dwellings was certainly
30% higher. This was the average cost. The low price for
a single family dwelling with the land under it in a built-up
district such as the average industrial worker mtfst inhabit,
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was probably not much under $4,500. Which means that
neither the lowest nor the middle third of American incomes
could buy it or rent it." *
"In s^ite of the fact that 60^ of the urban families
nay less than $35 oer month in rent, the builders have gone
right on constructing their five to eight thousand dollar
'low-cost 1 houses with carrying charges averaging $50 per
month, and wondering why the urban populations move into cheap
aoartments. And in spite of the known facts that at least
half of America's 30,00,000 families are not even decently
housed, they have to date made no serious effort to reach
that market.
"
"Urban Housing" (p. 6) ** states: "Capacity to
pay is the fundamental deciding factor in the development of
any housing nrogram. According to figures issued by the
Brookings Institution, 21% of alljfamilies in 1929 had incomes of
less than $1000; 21% had incomes between $1000 and $1500;
and 17% received between $1500 and $2000. If, as the Housing
Guild of New York maintains, $1,700 may be regarded as a
'minimum decency' income and $1,100 as a 'minimum subsistence'
income, it would seem to follow that roughly 50% of all families
were living below the so-called American standard and 40% were
below even bare subsistence.
"A real property inventory of 64 typical cities in
1934 as a PWA project showed the obsolescence of our urban
housing--"34^ of dwellings in 64 cities have both hot and cold
running water, but 8% have no interior water supply at all;
* "Housing America", p. 23; **PWA Housing Bulletin #2, 1936.
Editors of Fortune.
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17.1"£ have no private indoor water closet and 1 in 4 had
no bathing facilities. Approximately one-third provide only-
coal or wood stoves for cooking.
"From these figures one can form a mental ^icture of
the averge urban dwelling. Better than 50% of the rental units
in 1934 rented for less than $20 oer month. Fore than one-third
brought $15 or less and 15% were priced below '$10. Generally
sneaking, one can say that the dwellings which may be rated as
sub-standard—those without running water, private indoor
toilet facilities etc., are those which rent for less than $20.
Stated conversely, those who hs/ve adequate housing nay in excess
of $20 oer month rent. If this is the average of the 64 cities
studied, conditions in the larger cities are even more aggravated.
For instance 4l# of the families in Cincinnatti raying $28 a
month have no conveniences other than a cold-water sink.
"What must we pay for ^ecent housing under our present
economic conditions? It deoencs of course, on standards of
adequacy. Carl T. Tackley Houses, a recently completed orivate
project in Philadelphia financed b-' the PWA, rents for $9.50n
per room per month. In this figure is included heat, light,
cooking and refrigerating power. In other words there are no
extras; at the same time the^e is only a nominal profit to
the sponsors. Mr. Lang&on W. Post, chairman of the New York
City Housing Authority, has stated that "no builder can build
under the building code or lav; a decent building in New York
City which can rent for less than $10, $11, or $12 per room."
Figures in smaller cities may be less, yet the principle
remains valid—adequate housing today is not within reach of the
lower income groups."
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The demand then cannot be met within the limits
set by Income and standards. The following principles which
Carol Aronovici outlines as determining the cost of rent though
seemingly technical must be kept in mind throughout the paper
and aDplled to discussions of the economic factors by the
reader if he wishes to get the direct connection with rent.
"An increase in oooulation without corresponding
increase in the housing accomodations determines an increase
in rental rates.
"Rents increase with the Increase in height of buildings.
"Land values increase withthe intensity of Ian" use
and intensity of land use increases with the increase of height
of buildings.
"Rentals per cubic foot of air space increase with the
decrease in the size of the aoartment, and the size of the
apartment decreases with the increase in the heigh t of buildings.
"The taxation of the im rovements on land and the
failure to tax potential land values, curtail the building
enterprise, thereby reducing the suooly of ho^es which results in
a rise of rental values.
"The strict regulation of new construction without a
corresponding increase in the control of old buildings tends
to promote the maintenance of old rather than the building of
new homes and thereby affects the rentals without a corresnond-
ingincrease in the quality of the accomodations.
"Accessibility by ^roximity or by means of transit
facilities when furnished only partially throughout the community
increases rentals in direct ratio with the accessibility." *
* Aronovici, Carol—Housing end the Housing Problem, 1920
,
p. 125
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All these elements must be carefully noted and
regulated where necessary when attacking the problem of lowering
COSt/3*
Morton Tuttle* presents the following figures which
are oercentages of the value of a house that each item costs,
on an average, per year, on income property.
Taxes 3.0°b Services, such as 0.5%
rent collection
Deoreciation
Reoairs X»0% Insurance 0.1%
Vacancies 1.0% Interest on Investment 5*0%
This total of 12.0$ is lower than other averages,
that of the United States Housing Corporation in 1920, which
was 13.7$ with an interest on investment of 6%.
Tuttle says: "If the 12% per year is accepted, it
will be seen that a property must return 1% per month in order
to show an investment.
Using the figures of the Brookings Institute on
the various wage levels, and the assumptions (l) that the
weekly wage is the amount of rent possible to oay per month
(20t would probably be more correct, than this 25%), and
(2) that the rent per month must e-ual one percent of the
property value to be fair to the owner, we get the following
table, which serves a° a summary of this section on income
and rents.
No. of Families Weekly Income! (& Assumed Value of
(
Assumed Rent per I'o. ) House Possible to Rent
1,500,000 (averaging less $15 $1500
2,900,000 than) 20 §2000
5,500,0'^0 $25 $2500
8,100,000 $30 ?3000
Boston Evening Transcript, ^arch 30, 1935.

Baking a further assumption that the house that
could be bought should cost no more than twice the annual
income we find that the limit of cost for each of these
groupa respectively, is $1500, 52000, $2600 and $3000 also,
for purchase as well as rental.
The fact that $4500 is the least that an average
dwelling can cost at present, and contain all the minimum
standards of construction and equipment; and that builders
can make no profit out of houses costing less than -$5000-8000,
and so confine their efforts to this level, shows that we
are far off the track. Houses just can't be built within
the limitations of the income of the people and the standards
of good housing at the same time, with the present conditions
of the income status and of the costs of construction.
The futility is shown by an incident recorded in
the daily news, recently. A FHA official predicted some
100,000 new homes costing around $2500 in 1937, and aaid
that this figure was entirly possible. A prominent real
estate man in an ooen letter to the editor of the paper
offered to donate all his land free of charge to the
government, if it could erect a standard house for that
figure. The offer has yet to be taken up!
The actual state of affairs of rents in 1934 was
shown in the previous section on "Need", plage 32. Using
those fi/ures and keeping in mind the assumptions on the
previous page we diagnose that 50% of our new construction
should be of hones less than $3000, in order to be within
the income buying and renting capacity of our people.
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JMo matter what basis we use for our celculr-tions
on the limits within which construction must he confined to
reach its widest market, under present conditions .2000-3000
is. the value that should be striven for so the structure v/ill
be profitable to the owner and renter. These limits include
over half of our thirty million families. The reasons why
houses of such prices are not being, or cannot be, built is
the object of consideration of the economic factors of this
paper.
As for the trend of rents at the present tine, we
find them on the increase with, and faster than the other
costs of living, with no accompanying rise in income. The
index of the cost of rent (monthly average 1923= 100) has been
as follows: 1932-72.4; 1933-63.8; 1934 T64.8; and in 1935-70.3.
In January 1936 the index went to 75.9 and in January 1937 to
82.2, an increase for the year cf /8.3 points while the index
of all costs of living combined rose only 3 points I from 83.9
to 86.9) during the same period from January 1936 to January 1937
The effect towards worse conditions for the wage
earner is obvious, it means scrimping on the other necessities
of life or roving to lower rental quarters.
The National Association of Heal Estate Boards in a
news release of January 2, 1937 reported for 1936, an increase
of 10% in the rents of both single dwellings and apartments ,. in
one-half of the 253 cities coming under their survey; a 15%
rise was recorded in 20% of the cities; and 25% in 4% of the
cities. While 13% showed a rise as high as 20% in single family
dwellings; only 8% showed this amount of increase in apartment
rates.
* Federal Reserve Bulletin—March 1937.
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The tendency of apartment rates to lag behind the
single dwellings is a helpful indication in favor of the
lowest-income people.
The report shov/s some further facts about rent and
other housing matters such as supply of units and capital ,
and the costs of mortages and interest.
"Residential space is shown to be well absorbed, nut
notwithstanding the increased space absorption, rise in residential
rents, While very general over the country, has been very gradual.
The first post-depression report of the price of home-sites, in
some of the cities as much as 10% with sub-division activity
greater than in 1935 in two-thirds of the cities. The advance is
gradual and stead v in every Phase and more pearly uniform in the
cities of every type, being higher in 96% of the cities.
"Under supply of single family dwellings is shown in
72% of the cities. Only 1 1/2 percent of the cities report any
over supply, in a like survey of six months ago 76% of cities
reported an under supply of single family dwellings. Ahe slight
increase would appear to be an indication of the balancing effect
of new home building. An undersupply of apartments exists in 55%
of the cities, according to these official confidential reports
from local real estate boards. One city reports every desirable
apartment unit occupied. Only 2% of the cities report any re-
maining over-supply of apartments.
"Cost of first mortgages is at the same level as 1935
in 61%, falling ir 37 % s and rising in 2%, all of these latter
being small cities. The actual interest rate is reported by 64%
of the cities as 6%; 30% of them at 5% and only four cities at
any rate less than 5%.
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"Capital is seeking loans in 75% of the cities. Desir-
able loans are available in excess of capital supply in 14% of
the cities. This is almost exactly the proportion of cities
so reporting six months ago."
The present condition of rising rents pnd an actual
undersup ly of dwelling units in about 60% of our cities means that
immediate action is necessary before semi-prosperity causes the
building industry to forget wherein lies its greatest ultimate
field of profit and its greatest opportunity to render social
service for the welfare of over half of the families of the
nation
—
provision of the $2000 to #3000 home.
The income distribution of our peopihe should determine
the distribution of the values of new construction, otherwise
the necessity is caused of buying shoddy cast-off homes that
have deteriorated in value to a level within their income or of
renting even more obsolete homes. Actual income lr its the rents
uaid or the value of the house bought and it is within the limits
of the majority of the people that the builder should strive to work
it means much to our economic welfare to have such a market opened
up and to our social welfare to have nww and modern homes to suit
the purse of our lower or at least of our median third income groups
Why such homes cannot now be built and possibilities for achieving
our suggested goal will be discussed later.

£1
Housing: As A Recovery Program .
Because of its wide economic sco^e housing offers
one of the most effective and least costly types of attack
on a depression for:
"(a) it does not displace the work of private enter-
prise.
(b) it expends the capital cost to widely distributed
labor in the materials and construction industries.
(c) it transforms idle credits into self-liquidating
assets which may be regarded as investments rather than debts,
and are likely to Drove to be good investments in the long run.
(d) a large -proportion of sum is expended on a
productive return which must otherwise be spent in maintaining
the unemployed.
(e) the provision of good housing produces the
greatest social amelioration of any comparable relief work." *
The construction normally employs about 3,500,000
workers and indirectly affects about 2,000,000 more. Their
employment means continued retail trade, continued employment
there, etc. through the "dependence circle".
"Besides being accountable, at the present time, for
our largest industrial problem and our largest unemployment
relief problem, the construction industrjr is also accountable
for our largest remaining financial nroblem. The real estate
mortgage debt in the country as a whole is about $40, 000, 000, 000,
which represents the largest class of outstanding long-term
indebtedness in the capital market. It is as large as the
combined totals of national, State, county and municipal debt.
* "A Hsg. Program for the U.S."—Nat'l Asso. of Hsg. Officials

About half this total of mortgage indebtedness is on individual
home mortgages, much of which was created under the unsound
practices from 1922-1929, the most detrimental of which were:
(1) The practice of financing new construction through the use
of second mortgage financing at exorbitant costs,
(2) The practice of charging excessive fees, in addition to
high interest rates, for the renewal of maturing mortgages.
(3) The Practice of making long-term loans on a fictitious
short-term basis—that Is to say, mortgages were written on a
three-year or a five-year basis, but without any provision for
their gradual repayment out of the income of the borrower; and
they were expected as a matter of course, by borrower and lender
alike, to be renewed or refinanced at maturity.
" By 1933 when the Home Owners Loan Act was enacted,
it was estimated that 10 ^er cent of all mortgaged urban homes
had been foreclosed, and were being foreclosed at the rate of
about 25,000 homes oer month.
"Thus, unemployment is maintained at a high figure
because of the absence of facilities for financing new construction
while at the same time the financial burden of the existing
mortgage debt becomes increasingly difficult to carry because
of the continuing large volume of unemployment." *
It can be seen, then, that housing construction and
finance if reorganized on a sound basis can not only be a means
of getting us out of economic depression, but can ameliorate the
effects and prevent extreme chaos. The key position of the
industry will be made more clear in the following section of the
paper; the effort of the government to aid house construction
and finance is outlined under "Financing."
* New York Times, Fay 15, 1934. Frank C. Walker.

It is because of these principles and the belief in
them that Senator Wagner of New York has been working so
vigorously for the establishment of a United states Housing
Authority which would put housing in force as a permanent shock
absorber for industrial unemployment. There is plenty of force
back of such a program because of the importance the construction
industry and residential construction plays in our industrial
and financial life as well as its own economic importance.
It normally employs about four and a half million
workers, about 10% of the total, diredtly and\indirectly ; a wage
bill of over three billions; and a seven billion dollar volume.
The residential construction representing about two-thirds of the
number of projects and over one-third of the values of all the
construction in good times.
The amounts of the national income produced and paid
out by the construction industry was as follows:*
Index
Year Income Produced Income Faid Out Inc Pc1 Out
(1929-100)
1929 S3, 225, 000, 000 $3,257,000,000 100.0
1930 2,756,000,000 2,939,000,000 90.2
1931 1,742,000,000 1,969,000,000 60.5
1932 670,000,000 948,000,000 29.1
1923 595,000,000 786,000,000 24.1
1934 729,000,000 874,000,000 26.8
1935 980,000,000 .. 1,111,000,000 34.1
These figures not only indicate extent, but also how
quickly conditions are recorded in the payrolls of the industry,
the quick drop to one-fourth the 1929 level and in 1935, the
stimulation though slight was immediately recorded.
The importance of building construction to the various
material producers and of these producers as emoloyers is shown
by the following table of the wholesale trices ^nd trade of the
materials industry for 1935, whickis about 1/3 of the 1929 peak:
* Statistical abstract, 1936, page 285
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Wholesale Lumber and Building Katerial Industry-1935. *
No. Net
Division -Ssteb
.
Sales ittnployees Payroll
Lumber and Mill fork 1508 #215,355 10,192 $15,408.
Asbestos Products 101 26,535 1,149 2,559
Brick and Tile 236 25,174 1,090 2,380
Cement 198 39,766 1,561 3,613
Glass 396 76,998 3,783 6,509
All Others 1282 158,247 10,96; 16 ,69 7
3,721 $522,075 28,738 $47,366
The following shows how the 1936 index (86.7, '26*100)
of wholesale prices compares with other years. It (86.7) was
-9.1 points below the 1929 figure (95. 4); /12.6 over 1933 (77.0);
and /1.6 over 1935. The January 1937 index (91.3) was only 4.1
points below the 1929 high. (See the Monthly Labor Review for
February 1937
—
page 507 for detail).
The index numbers of Building Materials as compared
with All Commodities had the following relations with 1926
as the base year, showing that building material prices are
out of line with genial prices and that the difference increases
with the decrease in the market for materials. In 1927, -1.3;
1928, -2.5; 1929, /0.1; 1930, 3.5; 1931, 6.2; 1932, 6.6;
1933 11.1; 1934, 11.3; 1935, 5.3; and 1936 5.9.**
The value of the building industry as a whole and the
relation of residential construction to the construction industry
is brought out in the following indexes and figures, the 1935
figures for residential construction being more then slightly
doubled as of January 1937.
These figures on the next page are monthly averages
and if multiplied by 12 will give the annual figures, (for example
the 1935 value of all construction
—$153 , 712pflJ-^ultiplied by 12
gives the figures, correct to millions, of £1,844,544,000, while
the figure by F.W. Dodge is #1,834,544,900).
* Statistical Abstract, 1936, page 993.
** Derived from tables-Monthly Labor Review, if'eb. '37, page 510

Monthly Average of Construction—1928-55 *
[ Contracts Awarded)
All Construction Kesidentiel Construction
Year Index No. Froj. Value ( 000
)
—Index No. Proj. Value 1 000
)
1928 155 16 , 688 $bo«i ,557 -- 126 11 ,594 $252 , 560
1929 117 14 ,548 479 ,253 87 Q ,208 159 ,644
t o "^nIVou O P "M P 7P ^7fi ope <jU D P P A Q1 7 7 A
1931 63 9 ,184 257,757 — 57 5 ,520 67,616
1932 28 6,544 112,597 15 5 ,171 25,559
1935 25 7,101 104,642 — 11 5 ,575 20,772
1934 52 7,711 128,592 — 12 5 ,157 20,757
1935 57 9 ,458 155,712 — 21 5 ,145 59 ,904
The above indexes 'are those of the Federal Reserve
which has for its base 1925-25=100. .b'or the annual totals
without computation see the statistical Abstract for 1956, page
807.
The annual total of residential construction in 1928
4
was 139,135 projects with a value of $2,788,500,000, with the
lowest figures as of 1954 being 57,879 with a. value of $248.8 mil.
The figures for 1955 jumped almost back to the 1951 level with
about the same number of projects—61,756—but with the value
o4?8,000,000 being just over half of the 1951 value. The value
of the 1956 construction all ost doubled the 1955 figure, being
reported by P.W. Dodge as $812,594,800. The above figures can
be verified by using 12 as the multiplier of the figures in the
above table.
The monthly average for residential construction for
January 1957 was ^78,407,000— about halfway back to the 1929
monthly average!—and was over twice the January 1955 figure of
§57,440,000.
The percent of total construction union members that
were employed was increased fror 78% in January 1956 to 85% in
January 1957 and the indexes for the costs of houses in four
representative cities with the 1926-29 average=100 over this
save period were: ^ .
,
Januery ,3 ^1937 98.2 91.1
* 1956 Supplement to Survey of Current business—p. 16.
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These letter figures were taken fron the Survey of Current
Business, :..arch 1937, and show that we afe well on the way to
recovery.
If the progress made in 1936 which was not generally
conceded to be a very 'prosperous 1 year is continued at the
seme rate for 1937, we can expect the value of residential
construction to he over one and a half billion dollars or up
to the 1929 peak!
The effect on the recovery of the nation of building
construction will be just as rapid and the prosperity created
by the belated fulfilling of our minimum building needs will
certainly cause improvement in every phase of our industrial
and financial organization. Let's hope that much of it will
be of benefit socially.
Surely housing deserves its true recognition as a
part of our 'recovery program'.

Problems of Clearing Slums
Creation of the Slums
Slum clearance if not carefully olanned may
arouse dire social problems which will defeat the end of the
entire housing program.
Slums are maintained because the building industry
cannot Droviie the noor with homes within their capacity to pay.
The poor must live where the best accomodations can be found for
the amount they can afford to spend. These accomodations must
be in houses whose cost have been amortized through a period
of years and because of this age factor their rents can be low;
this age factor also implies that the standards of such build-
ings are very low, and that the standards of the area has de-
teriorated as a whole, oerhaps not only from the obsolescence
of the structures but from the encroachment of undesirable
environment or population.
As houses age their occupants move to newer accomo-
dations and are reoccunied only at reduced rents, which make
them available to a lower income strata. This may be repeated
any number of times in more or less wholesale movements. Tne
0
lower the original structural and environmental standards the
quicker the deterioration.
If industry encroaches, especially if undesirable,
the occupants naturally tend to move out, but instead of the
former
. condition which resulted from mere age, we have the
same, or nearly the same, rental levels due to the demands of
the workers, but the occupants, because of larger families and
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less zeal in caring for their quarters, cause a rapid deterior-
ation and the same process of turnover to result.
As our nonulation increased, land values went u^ and
standards of construction went down. The factors dropped in
about the following order, Physical factors: the architectural
standards the construction standards, the amount of space for
recreation, the amount of space between houses, and the height;
Human factors: decrease in number of rooms, lessening of cubic
area of rooms, lower standards of sanitation, skimpy equipment,
light, air, etc. All these droos in standards being accompanied
by a rising cost and so caused families to double up etc. and
so develop a real slum.
Often the worst quarters are wELl filled even though
better quarters are vacant and within the income of these peoole.
This is due to the fact that they are content with their miser-
able surroundings as long as they cost little or nothing.
The slums thus continually decline in value, and
even though the general level of real estate value rises over
a period of years, due to the social aspects of the whole are?
these houses continue to return a declining interest on in-
vestment, even when individual structures are improved.
This means to the municipality: increased deterioration
of human productivity and values, increased social cost for
policing, fire-fighting, and welfare items either direct, social
or medical.
Yet the owners cannot be said to be operating a losing
proposition. Ordinarily they have allowed though profitable

return because of the general hoasing shortage and lose only when
families are forced to double up etc. Usually the investment
has been amortized with the decreased rents being covered by
lowered taxes, letting repairs run neglected eta. The
great opposition to slum clearance by the owners is evidence
enough of this profit.
The major problem faced by a slum clearance program
is: selecting the area which costs the least and at the same
time making certain that all surrounding factors will not
cause any decadence of the value of the new property and so
create a blight in the future, that the buying and methods of
reimbursing is handled properly, and that the people ejected
are not forced to hire houses even poorer, because the supply
of their class of dwelling is decreased. (The demand being
increased prices go up, and so poorer and not equivalent
quarters are the only ones that can be afforded.
)
Selecting the Area
There are two great obstacles to slum clearance:
The exorbitant cost, and the opposition of owners who find it
profitable to exploit human misery and the hesitancy of cities
to destroy their source of income and the "credit structure".
The cost of clearing our American slums will be
enormous. The extent will be realized when one ordinary
city block in the tenement sections of a city, like New York for
instance, --covering an area of about 200 by 600 feet—costs
about #1,000,000.
Hegemann says about this: "Regarding the value of

these slums one may venture to voice the following assumptions.
O^e-third of the American population or approximately ten
mi llion families, rural and urban, live in slums, blighted
districts or otherwise unhealthy dwellings. Giving an average
valu - of .$2,000 per family gives a total of about $20,000, 000, 000."
This twenty billion is much lower than Dr. Wood's
estimate of 30-40 billion but it still represents and enormous
amount of money.
There are certain factors which must be considered
in selection of the area due to this huge cost which Bauer
outlines as follows. * (p. 243)
"The main puroose of all Eurooean housing ^olicies has
been to provide a large number of m-dern dwellings, in planned
neighborhoods, as quickly an"' cheaply as possible. These were
the essentials. To clear out and rebuild insanitary areas at
the same time would obviously have been disirable: but without
exception it was found that a housing program in a capitalist
democracy which began with slum-clearance would inevitably
compromise ever- on of the essentials--and result in a very few
new dwellings to hoot. It still cost just about twice as much
to re-house a slum dweller in a tenement on the site of his
former dwelling as in a small house on outlying land.
"There are three distinct types of slum, each with an
entirely different bearing on the problem of clearance. There
is first the traditional type of central insanitary area which
is high-priced because of the actual profits which the landlords
reap from present congestion. Central slum areas tend to re-
main overcrowded and therefor profitable and expensive. This
may be called the exploitation slum.
* Bauer, Catherine
—Modern Housine- i q^a
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"Then there is the area "hich may or may not be over-
crowded, but whose land trices are based, not on present orofits,
but on soeculation as to more intensive future use. Large
areas in many American cities, half-emoty and dilaoidated but
still scaled to skyscraper hopes, belong to this type, which
can be classified as the speculation slum ^ar excellence.
"And finally there is the blighted area , a later
growth of either of the other types, or merely the result of
population movements away from the center to the outskirts.
That is, a dejected area which has lost a large part of its
oooulation and is therefore not on a oaying basis (either to
the owners or to the city whcih orovides the services and
utilities in return for inadequate taxes), and which offers
no near hope of being turned into more intensive use.
"If the purpose of a national housing policy is to
build good dwellings quickly and cheaply, then the only kind
of site v.hich should be considered for immediate action, other than
new cheap land, is the last-mentioned" type of completely de-
flated area. To deal directly with any other type of slum
(under any conceivable oresent oolicy of condemnation or
compensation) is not to "oromote good housing, but to subsidize
the most exploitive and speculative branches of the real-
estate interest. The only effective mode of attack on the
exploitation and soeculation slums is the indirect one. By
building an ample supoly of low-cost houses in other districts,
by condemning insanitary dwellings as unfit for human habitation,
and by thus lowering the pressure on sub-standard areas,

exploitive profits, ani their accompanying land-orices , can
be deflated. And by legally limiting the height, coverage, and
density of new building In a given district to that required by
good standard housing, speculative hopes can be curbed in the
same way."
The Editors of Fortune would favor, with Bauer, the
use of central areas when possible. They reason: "The Ameri-
can city receives from thre>fourths to four-fifths of its
income from real estates' taxes. A decline in real estate
values means a shrinkage in taxes, And only by a policy of
city growth conceived in terms of the protection of its
residential and other sections against decay can such declines
be avoided. The initial economy is a very costly saving, the
reconstruction of run-down central sections, although more
difficult and ini tally more expensive, may orove in the Ion
run not only wiser but more profitable as well." (p. 98)*
The selection is, then, not between various slum areas
but between the low-value high-vacancy slum and surburban sites.
Of course various items such as the following adaptations from
the lprogram*of the National Association of Housing Officials
must be considered as well as costs. " access to neigh-
borhood centers, work places, or centres of culture and amusement,
as against more open development with greater onnortunities for
omen-air recreation, garden space etc.; costs of land, buildings,
and utilities against the character of duelling within the means
of those for whom they are intended, allowance being made for
travel costs, value of produce, etc.
(2) The satelite offers the best opportunities for
* "Housing America", Editors of fortune ,1932.
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demonstration of planrning , for each unit has a definite
community life and adequate recreation s^ace can be provided.
(Ten acres for each 1000 persons).
(3) The char-cter of a project should not be
depreciated nor should increased rents be allowed merely for the
sake of making a city improvement or to redeem the owners of
property in blighted areas from loss, or to save loss of
revenue to the city. The scheme should be part of a good
regional plan.
(4) If the site is large enough plans for schools,
community buildings, stores, etc, should be orovided.
(5) The choice of location affects choice of a
type of house which may be the ore family detached, two-
family duplex, the two or three story apartment dwelling or
the multi-story block. The latter is nreferred for the
more complete services and communal provisions. Local customs
and the probable char"cter of the occupants deserve careful
consideration. A combination of types on one site may be best.
(6) The standards of density and orientation should
be carefully set according to sunlight, air-space and amenity,
on density of population in relation to available oDen snace,
and may depend on local zoning and other regulations.
(7) In all cases the right technical treatment for
securing good living conditions, pleasing appearance, reasonable
amenity and adequate community provisions, in accordance with
the location and types of building adopted should be the pre-
vailing factor in determining the char- cter of the ~roject.
Reasonable standards should not be relaxed to meet arbitrarily
fixed rents or land costs per dwelling."

Having outlined these standards of selection we shall
now turn our attention to the major factor affecting the selec-
tion—the cost—which as noted at the begining of this section
is no minor sum as a total.
The following warning is sounded by Bauer. (p. 245)
"There will have to be adequate additional controls even if
large-scale clearance is to be effected only on Properties
at present almost deflated completely. ^he mere fact that the
Government has bought one blighted district will raise specu-
lative hopes on other areas, equally blighed. Also, most of the
slum-dwellers remove to other slums, thus forcing the already
too high rents up to a higher figure still.
"Our cities are not going to grow much larger, an^
tbere will be little if any further demand for sky-scrapers.
Tost cities are overbuilt with expensive uo-er-class aoartment
houses as it is. Owners of decayed properties and the banks,
and insurance companies which hold them in mortagage or fore-
closure are just beginning to realize what this situation may
mean. And as it becomes clearer, there is sure to be more and
more pressure for 'slum-clearance' on the chance of unloading
land on the government while prices are still high. The danger
is much greater than the mere question of wasting taxpayers
'
money in order to reimburse slum-owners for having gambled
wrong or for maintaining a public nuisance. The real danger
(and that it is a concrete one is shown by the English ex-
perience) is that, once the government has oaid a high ^rice for
land, sub-standard dwellings will almost certainly be erected
on it—that is, buildings covering too much of the site, toe
high
,
with inadequate recreation facilities, and usir.g the

old obsolete street-plan. the great danger comes from that
earnest, righteous, Indignant group of peoole who, by refusing
to see beyond the immediate situation always seem to end up by
supporting the very thing which they think they are fighting.
"The first point to be settled In the American slum
problem is really a very simple one. It is merely: Shall we
stop building new slums? All the rest must come after.
Instead of vainly trying to salvage the oast, we must first
safeguard the future."
The methods of preventing these occurences are
covered more specifially under land so here we shall" consider
the other major item left for explanation—the question of
how slum owners will be reimbursed.
Reimbursing the Owners
The possible methods of paying the owners for
the land might take any of the forms such as:
(1) Cost plus improvements minus an allowance for
deoreciation.
(2) ^resent value based on the curve for normal increase
of real estate and applied to the particular piece of land.
(3) The replacement value in the current market.
(4) Present income capitalized at a fair rate of interest.
(5) The assessed value in the aooroximate order from
highest to lowest.
Number (4) is probably the best businesslike method,
(l) is liked by most of the owners, but oossibly a combination
of (l) and (5) may be the most appropriate.
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These methods of reimbursement imply the full
cooperation of governmental agencies. They have the
choice of making reimbursement in full by one of the a-
bove methods or in part , or if it comes to it due to
opposition, confiscation with no pay.
It is doubtful if the latter will ever be used in
America, payment in full is an enormous cost and means much
difficulty with speculation, and part payment would certainly
arouse much opposition but it seems tr^e best wry out.
The problem must be faced, and therefore the land
must be bought, soon if not now. Hegemann states (p. 117) *
"Since a revision of most laws governing re' 1 estate
seems to be unavoidable, the conservative solution might be found
in a liberal indemnification of those land owners who are
willing to forego some of the unjustifiable benefits previous-
ly realized or erroneously hoped f or. .. .Applied to our present
conditions, it follows that the whole nation must pay for the
abolition of the slums. When it is remembered how unhesitat-
ingly we use all products made by slum dwellers and share the
profits of dealing in them, it is not safe to say that the
slum dwellers or even the slum owners have been more respon-
sible than the non-slum dwellers for the continuance of these
slums.
"
He then compares the slum situation with that faced
by Lincoln in emancipation of the slaves. Lincoln thought it
justifiable to burden the country with a long-term debt in
order to reimburse the slaveholders in whole or in part
rather than have a war when he said, "The proposed emancipation
* Hegeman, Iferner—City Planning, Housing, 1936.
•J
would shorten the war, peroetuate reace, insure an increase
of population and proportionately the wealth of the country.
With this we should pay all the emancipation would cost, to-
gether with other debt, easier than we should nay our other
debt without it. "
The slaveholders would not come to terms and in the
end got nothing. "America did not follow Lincoln's urgent ad-
vice. The folly of exhausting war lasted another two years.
And out of the war there did not emerge the age of democracy,
but rather the 'gilded age f , an age of unprecedented anti-
democratic corruption.", therefore the "slum-owners of today
will profit more by not fostering antagonism.
"
Hegemann continues (p. 138) "If such a total of
twenty billion dollars could be accepted as the value of all
our slums, a compensation in the spirit of Lincoln, at the
rate of from ten to twenty per cent, would require from two
to four billion dollars to be raised as a gift to slum owners,
in order to win their glad cooperation for housing reform and
make them stoo ruining the nation's health, blackmailing the
community, and impeding its progress."
Owners and cities too oppose ar.y such rational long-
term attack with the chief argument that it will destroy the
"credit structure of the country."
The author previously quoted has this to state about
this item, "--it would not be sufficient (in order to keep
the credit structure) to maintain the size of the ^resent slum
population. It would be necessary to increase it materially
for two reasons. Firstly, because large sections of the slums
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have been deserted. In order to again make them remunerative
for their owners, they would have to be refilled. And secondly,
in many cases the price of unbuilt upon land has gradually and
quite definitely been inflated by soeculation (and by permission
of wildly exaggerated building heights) to such an extent that
only the construction of numerous badly lighfed and congested
tenements conforming with the reactionary and harmful building
codes and zoning ordinances of the various municipalities , could
maintain the speculatively inflated but generally accepted
'credit structure'. And not to maintain it would mean 'ruin'
to the United States, thus at at least the advocates of high and
higher real estate values affirm."
"What will be more injurious to the United States,
the return to sane housing and land values, or the maintenance
of the credit structure compelling congestion and slums? If the
inflated land values In the cities are to be maintained, it is
also necessary to automatically transfer the exploitation of
the land by high and dense building to new territories
surrounding the older centers of congestion, rust the vices of
the old-fashioned city development and slum building be trans-
ferred into these new territories?
"As long as a slum owner is encouraged or compelled
by tax assessor snd sheriff) to sell decayed and poisonous
housing, as long as such enforced crime is euphemistically
labelled "maintaining the credit structure of the country",
so long does the hope for social security and regeneration lie
in the victimized tenant and in his energy for self-assertion."
Aroused opinion by tenants and citizens is the only means
of achieving the goal, even if necessary to assume the huge debt.

.*
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Subsistence Homesteads as Housing;
Instead of facing the problem squarely many people
see a way out through the ruralization of our slum occupants
after the methods of some of the European countries, notably
Germany.
The problems connected with the growth of leisure
and the advent of social security, unemployment and old age
assistance, offer some of the best arguments for this sort
of attack, Bauer comments ^n this aspect of the problem of
providing housing facilities in the following extracts. *
"The search for an easy short-cut to individual
security has resulted in all sorts of schemes for 'subsistence
homesteads', all of which boil down to just one thing: a
small niece of arable land for each family (not large enough to
oroduce anything for sale), with a house of some sort on it.
And just as with slum-clearance, on the surface this is
obviously a 'good' idea.
"The truth of the matter is, that even if a very
small part of the current talk about 'homesteads', 'subsistence
gardens', 'decentralization', and 'putting people back on the
land, 1 had been "out into practice in the manner suggested, we
should already have succeeded in transforming not only a large
number of our present city-dwellers but the most of our farmers
as well, into a new American Peasantry with a standard of
living and an outlook for the future probably about equal to
that obtainable in the Balkan rural regions.
"If jobs are handed to them on a silver olattf^r, they
are miles and hours away from them. Consideration of soil and
* Bauer, C.
,
i.lodern Housing, p. 248
i
scientific agriculture have nlayed little or no oart in their
location; rather, they have been set out on the cheapest roiece
of land that a city happened to have available. Nor have they
been located with any regard to future industrial sites.
"Ardent Ame rican Homesteaders might respond to all
this in one of several ways. They Intend to raise people's
standard of living, to orovide power and labor-saving machinery
and the means for a rich and varied creative life. Or they
might say, well and good;: pauper peasants are better off,
and better for the oolitical stability of the country than
starving oroletarians.
"The latter position is a perfectly honest one pro-
vided that it is the kind of stability we are looking for.
But do we really want it? Quite aside from considerations of
social justice, what does it imply? It implies admitting that
science and cower and the machine are too much for us, and that
the only thing we can do to save whatever we want to save is to
crawl back two or three hundred years and try to forget the
whole nightmare. This, in substance is what Germany has done.
"Another fact is that lower wages would be the rule.
Fost unemployed urban families would be quite justified in
being willing to sacrifice something in the quality of their
food an" surroundings rather than be quite as hooelessly 'secure
as they might find themselves on even the rost ingenious
subsistence farm. No, this is not modern housing. But, no new pi
urban or otherwise can be called modern if it does not ^rovide
adequate gardens for all those who may desire them . But let us
not out the amateur garden on an ? econor.ic, ! comoulsory basis."

t ±
The at J empts of the Resettlement Administration
in this respect hpve varied somewhat from the strict European
practice. Though much of it is true subsistence homesteading
the ettempt has been made and rather successfully, in our South-
lands with the k.A. and T.V.A. working together to have a com-
binationrural-industrial community in which workers commute from
their homes. These homes have land for cultivation which may
be worked upon by the occupants during their leisure time or by
members of the family not commuting to industrial centers.
The outstanding opposition to a wide application of
homesteading per se is not the lowered standard of living of
former city dwellers, but rather the effect on those farmers who
have spent years struggling to maintain an existence and who
bearing a great amount of debt, would be justified in throwing
up his hands end letting the whole thing slide, if faced with
the competition of the subsidized homesteaders.
if'ortunately the major portion of our program so far,
has to do with rehabilitation of present inhabitants of the area
rather than any transplanting process, and with industrial rather
than agricultural 'resettlement'.
This is a sane point of view, normal develonment of
all opportunities, economic, social, and cultural, of an area
not r.erely provision of shelter and a plot of ground and then
allowing the community to shift for itself as in the uerman type
of "proletarian
.development" homesteading.
the innthi^f J
te
^
Urther stv^ oT subsistence homesteading see.o l} Labor Review, January 1S55, page 19.

Leisure, Social Security and Housing .
Increased leisure of poorly housed ^eonle who cannot
Spend their time at home creates a foundation for the start of
new and the increase of former social oroblems, and creates the
problem of housing authorities, as to the choice of urban or
suburban develoDment.
A good home where time can be spent profitably is
vitally necessary at any time, but with increased leisure and
permanent unemployment facing the country, the need doubles.
This is necessary for the city dweller even thoug^much of his
time may be taven up outside, in social and amusement centres,
as well as for the surburban oeople who can spend their time
on their houses or gardens, etc. to make up for the lack of
othe^"- amusements.
The whole fallacy of trying to out slum people on'
the land is that they are not the people with types of minds
which are able to amuse themselves, or at least profitably.
They -rust have some artificial me-ms. The best ~lace for such
is right in the city, especially if unemployed and on the dole.
As long as they are cared for and can take in a movie a couple
of times a week, they will be satisfied. Left to shift for
themselves they will become dissatisfied and troublemakers.
Social security, the dole, unemployment relief, old
age security, are here to stay.
These forms of aid are an advance in social thought,
but the amounts paid under them means the barest possible
standard of living for the recipient. The greatest problem he
faces is of securing a decent house which can be paid for with-
in the budget set by this income, rent is the largest item of
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his budget. If people cannot nay for good housing with a
weekly wage, how can they possibly be expected to maintain
any standard of living at all with the mere pittance given
as social security?
If housing were undertaken for these types of oeople
alone, it would constitute a colossal task. It certainly is
needed, and the need grows every day. Public housing offers a
method of saving some money for the taxpayers of the future.
Without considering the difference in standards at all, rent
subsidized in government housing would be far cheaper in the
long run than money given to pay private landlords.
All in all, the trends to greater leisure and
increased dependence on governmental social security and
welfare aid, adds another argument, not only for an imaginative
and immediate long-time urogram of housing by oublic authorities,
but also for the justification of governmental subsidy in
carrying out this urogram.
One of the most interesting possibilities in the
matter of leisure is the development of the suto "trailer"
home. K'ov the young couple with no children it offers an
ideal summer home, and for en older couple with an old age
pension coming in an all year round home that goes where the
weather goes. With the price of trailers as low as $700 and
developing all the time no doubt many will take the opportunity-
offered
.
The effect on the housing problem will be little or none.
A slight problem may arise. due to the seasonal demand for
apartments end in the decreased desire for ownership or rental
of summer homes but these ere problems of the real estate inter-
*
ests rather than of the larger field of housing improvement.

Summary of the Social-Economic Factors of the Problem.

The Problem of Subsidization
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The question of subsidization means more than
government efforts in construction or assistance to private
enterprise, it infers a non-income returning outlay of
money by various means in order to reimburse owners of
property of good st n nd n rds with the difference between the
amount the tenants, eligible for government aid, can pay and
the 'economic'' rent that the owner must receive to show a
good investment. This implies many problems as to who can
be permitted tc live in houses beyond their income. The
significant thing at the present time is that all the
social factors and trends outlined previously point to
.justification of subsidy, but only subsidy on a large- scale
long-term program, and only after all the economies of land
•purchase, construction, and finan c e have been achieved to some
sane and more efficient level.
Summary of favorable factors
Because the costs to the community of the social
evils of slums are far above income and mean just that much
added burden on the taxpay ers--really being a form of subsidy
—
we have the first argument for public subsidization and
participation in the problem. Not only a saving in costs but
the increased possible productivity of these peoole as citizens,
and economic producers, offers another reason for the provision
of good housing under municipal direction.
Que of the major reason for help and control of
housing is the enormous part it plays in the industrial life
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of the nation. Particularly is it important to keep the
construction industry going when times of depression come
along, in order to prevent a really chaotic condition.
Slum clearance involves such an enormouB cost,
the need for a comurehensive and carefully planned program
which can be effected in a short time one started, and so
much social benefit, that participation here is also justified.
The failure of the economic system to provide an
income which will allow citizens to provide for themselves
through private industry, and the seeming impossibility of
ever doing so, implies an obligation on the part of that
system and its citizens as a whole tc interest themselves
in the problem to the extent of solving it, even if necessary
to give back part of their income from the system for the
welfare of the whole.
The necessity of subsidizing the unemployed, either
permanent and temporary, and the very small payments that
other social security recipients receive, imply a huge problem
of housing if money payments are not to be paid to private
landlords as the form of subsidy decided upon.
All these items come together to make one great,
and the most cogent, argument— that of ultimate necessity--.
The problem must be faced sooner or later on a large-scale
long-term basis if exorbitant costs of land, construction,
and finance are to be avoided. We need good housing now.
We must face the enormous immediate costs and problems of
providing good housing very soon, and the sooner the better.
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All that is needed is intense public interest and wide public
education on the necessity not only of action, but action
carefully planned and in accordance with the best thought and
experience here and abroad and of far wider scope and vision
into the future than that now beinp- exerted or conceived by
the average citizen, business man or statesman.
As an added emphasis on the subject, presentation
of some of the principles laid down by the National Association
of Housing Officials in their "Program" is helpful.
"Private enterprise, with some help and guidance
through building, planning, and zoning regulations, usually
caters for those whose means suffice to enable them to pay
the cost, rates of interest and profits necessary for its
working. The standard needed for decent living does not fall
pro rata with the family income. The grade of income however,
falls below that for which private enterprise can af Ford to
provide the minimum the community must require for all. Hence
the Housing Problem.
"The health and social and economic stability of any
community require a certain minimum standard of housing for all
its families. It cannot afford the degeneration of the living
standards, the discontent, and the expense thrown unon public
services by the blighted areas and slum conditions which follow
the failure to maintain a standard.
"Experience shows that private enterprise cannot afford
to provide this minimum of house ro-om and amenity for the lower
income groups in a community. The duty of securing the standard
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must be regarded as a public responsibility, as in the case
of education and water supply.
"European experience shows that dwelling for low
income groups can be provided and let at lesr rent, through
the agency of some public authority or private corporate
body under nublic regulation which have the benefit of public
credit and powers of land purchase, and are able to spread
the amortization of capital over the longer period which the
good results of permanent and large scale ownership and man-
agement, and the elimination of risk following from this, have
shown to be Possible. Thus the number of those who can afford
the charges without any help from the taxpayers* pockets is
greatly increased; and the public burden of thos who cannot
afford even this lowered rent is reduced,
"Consequently it is desirable:
(a) that the responsibility of housing those beyond adequacy
of ordinary commercial enterprise should be reconghized as a
governmental ore, and should be ertruied to Public authorities
or controlled private agencies.
(b) that oublic credit and powers should be used to secure the
standard with rents that can be paid by those now living in
substandard housing without involving any charge on the taxpayer;
and for those unable to pay even such low rents an appropriate
form of public subsidy should be made available for as long as
needed.
"The necessyy standards in slum clearance involves
expenses which can seldom be recouped directly from the new
buildings, especially when used by lower income groups. This
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loss must be borne by the owner or it must be met by subsidy •
The fact that these areas have heavy expenses on may branches
of public service such as health, welfare, fire prevention,
nolce, etc. affords justification for the subsidy which is
likely to prove financially sound as it is socially desirable.
"The loss in slum clearance itself, due to the de-
molishing of old buildings or inflated land prices must be
borne by the owners, the community or by increased rents.
England does the former but the United States needs further
legislation and public approval to do so. -''he third is
impracticable so the second remains, and this means subsidy.
"The provision for covering of charges over those
beyond rent that can be paid may take the forms of (a) a
subsidy oaid toward^ reducing the capital cost of the dwelling
(b) an annual periodic grant made towards reducing the rent, or
aiding the tenant to pay the rent. The former is appropriate
when costs are inflated; the latter in form of grants to agencies
for unemployment insurance or welfare assistance.
"Variance in rent paying ability calls for periodic
grants so they will continue only so long as needed. It is
a mat+.er of social service rather than housing finance.

The Government as an Agency
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Because of the facts, emphasized specifically in the
-receding section, that private industry alone cannot supply
housing except to our upper-third income group, and that the
only alternative is participation by the government by control
and regulation, by legislation, and by financial assistance,
Eurooe had to do much of its housing by direct
administration and construction by the government and munici-
palities, and the plans worked out very well due to the better
control over location and standards, with little or no trouble
connected with political chicanery. With such participation,
the objective of keeping the housing somewhat near the ability
to pay, in order that rents would not be dependent on the
usual economic situation, was accomplished to a satisfactory-
degree. lruch more of its success was due however to the
agency of the housing society, which is just getting a start
in America.
Speaking of the Housing Society, Bauer says (p. 132);
"The official definition of a public utility housing society
varies from country to country, and can include everything
from a strictly cooperative tenants' society to a municipal
corporation or even a company set up by a builder or architect.
However, it is always subject to official supervision of its
finances, dividends are always strictly limited, and the members
are never allowed to recover more than their original investment
in the event of liquidation.
n The disadvantages of a housing society within the
present economic system is that its rentals are rigidly de-
termined by its original financial set-up. The advantage,
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of course, lies in the fact that the tenants, either directly or
indirectly, may have some voice in its design and administration,
and are somewhat more likely to form a natural social group."
We have seen that, more and more, housing is coming
to be looked uoon as a public utility. The United States must
soon decide uoon its course of action and the method or agencies
which will be used to achieve good housing. If not carefully
T
olanned there will be much social loss instead of gain. he
best examole of what harm may result is the results of the New
York Tax Exemption Law of 1920, which exempted every house
erected from January 1921 to April 1924, in par t or wholly,
until 1931. Described by Bauer (p. 238) in the following.
"Dr. Wood calculated these dwellings (almost all sub-standard,
many of them flimsy frame houses closely covering whole square
miles in the outlying districts, and everv one of them orobably
too expensive for any but the top-third income group) cost the
city and taxoayers very nearly two hundred million dollars.
This is a direct subsidy: what they will cost eventually ,• in
terms of foreclosure, bankruotcy, tax delinquency, and all
the other extravagances of expensive blight, no one can begin
to estimate at the Dresent. There is no city in Eurooe whose
outright subsidies for olanned low-cost housing or slum-clearance
came anywhere near $200,000,000."
Thus it can be seen that any action on a 'good ilea 1
in the field of housing reform, will orove a boomerang if not
carefully considered by exDerts from all angles. Government
assistance unless welllorganized under the administration of the
I
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most efficient agency so as not to have such effects, and so
as not to invade the rights of the Ideal municipalities nor
of ^rivate enterprise, will be worse than useless. Most
authorities are agreed that the oart of our Federal Govern-
ment should be as an initiating, demonstrating, and assisting
agency, technically and financially, rather than as a direct
participant. The views of private enterprise are well stated
in the the recent statement of the Executive Council of the
United states Building and Loan League which lists nine basic
principles it believes should be followed by the government in
its activities in housing. *
"1. While it may be necessary in emergencies for
governments to provide relief in the form of shelter to some
portion of the people, the provision of houses or apartments
for anv part of our citizenship is not within the proper per-
£
manent activities of the Federal Government.
"2. The whole question of Public housing should be
separated from the unemployment problem.
" 3« The initiation, development and control of all
public housing should be a matter for local government and not
for the State and Federal Governments. ^he role of these
should be that of leadership and planning, with possibly very
modest assistance in financing where local bodies initiate
projects and back their judgments and generous intentions with
substantial amounts of local money, be it furnished by local
governments or by private
. individuals.
"4. There is no justification for taking public funds
derived from taxation of all the oeoole, to assist in the
* Quoted in the New York Times , October 18,1936.
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housing of any of the oeoole except those whom unfortunate
circumstances and limited income make essentially public
charges.
"5. We have better housing conditions than exist any-
where else in the world and there is no necessity for relieving
municipalities of their own responsibilities on the housing
question and establishing a long-time permanent policy of housing
by the federal Government.
6. If a substantial number of families cannot pay an
economic rent, we recommend that the government extend relief
or rent subsidy, rather than to follow the course of building
and permanently renting public accommodation to a group of
citizens.
"7. The role of the Federal Government should be con-
fined to education, research, rent subsidies administered through
local or community authorities, if such rent relief is necessary,
and a modest assistance in financing, not by subsidy, but by
insuring a modest return and a safe investment to private capital
employed in financing public housing.
"8. Public owning and renting activities do not come
within the lawful powers granted to our Federal Government and
therefore a Program has been embarked upon under the impulse of
of emergency and of vast governement spending which should not
be continued until the courts have finally decided on the matter.
"9* The time for retrenchment in both the scope and
cost of the activities has come and, on the basis of the actual
projects thus far undertaken, their cost and character, it would
seem that Federal housinsr would be a wise place to start this
retrenchment .
"
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Private enterprise then, is emphatically opposed
to direct governmental construction but welcomes a orogram
of government assistance by subsidy for housing those at the
very bottom of our economic strata, as Just.
These resolutions mention the question of constitu-
tionality. Desoite the Louisville Court decision testing the
power of the federal government to condemn private oroperty for
ourooses of slum-clearance and low-cost housing, and finding
that the land condemnation was unconstitutional on two counts,
the PWA oroceded to carry out their program wherever the right
was not questioned. Louisville lost its opportunity for projects
when all the funds had been allocated, and before the case had
come uo before the Supreme Court, so that case was dismissed and
not questioned, at least until now.
The Louisville Court ruled that when the Fifth *
Amendment (one clause of which says; "—nor shall orivate
orooerty be taken for oublic use without just compensation. "
)
said "for oublic use", it implied that the land could not be
taken for orivate use. This method of using land wa^ held not
to constitute a "public use", and as this term is not held to
be synonymous with "public welfare" (Article I Section 8, Clause
one, under which New Deal legislation is supported in great Dart)
the orogram was held to be wrong, and the right of land taking
denied.
The best wa- out of this difficulty would be for the
States to confiscate on the grounds of health menace by exercising
their police power. This is an added argument for the olacing
of construction activities other places beside on the Federal
Government.
* For detail—uatfil Asso. Ksg. Off. Yearbook 1936, page 116.
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Realizing the need for a permanent as well as
emergency urogram of housing the United States Senate
passed the Wagner-Ellenbogen Bill on June 16, 1936 by
a vote of 42 to 24 but adjournment of the House prevented
its action on the measure. This bill, the first to recog-
nize the permanent need, besides creating the United ^tates
Housing Authority would have allowed grants to public agencies
up to 45^ and loans for low-cost housing, and provided for
demonstration projects with the consent of local authorities,
not more than one per city and not to exceed the cost of
^2,500,000, which should be sold to local authorities and
public housing agencies as soon as practicable.
This shows the trend, towards some government
participation at least, but evidently such as will place the
responsibility on local initiative, public and private, and
this is as it should be.
The principles set up by the Building and Loan League
follow somewhat closely the rule? of procedure suggested by
the National Association of Housing Officials; *
"The public responsibility in financial matters is
first to use with greatest effec J t^e powers, credit, and
other resources o^ the various public agencies to assure the
provision of the houses at the lowest rents that will meet
the necessary charge and local taxes, without any subsidy from
taxation.
n Reduction of cost may be throughlthe building itself,
in design, construction, Purchase of materials, etc., bearing
in mind the long life of the buildings and the savings due
N.A.E.O. "A Housing Program for the United States"
—
page 8.
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"both to large-scale and. continuous operations. Other re-
duction can be had by use of public credit to obtain lc rates
of interest, from continuous public or coroorate ownership
and management, and the consequent elimination of many risks
inherent with ordinary unregulated, orivate buildings such as
high vacancies, sudden changes in class of occupants in areas,
delapidation, raoid obsolescence, excessive repairs and vandalism.
" Encouragement of and by loans, should not be confined
to low-cost housing provided there are proper limitations as to
dividends and as to t^ne of structures included, which do not
obstruct nor disolace low-cost housing.
"The provision for covering of charges over those
beyond rent that can b e oaid may take the forms of (a) a
subsidy paid towards reducing the capital cost of the dwelling
or (b) an annual or periodic grant made towards reducing the
rent or aiding the tenant to pay the rent. The former is
appropriate when costs are inflated; the latter in the form of
grants to agencies for unemployment or welfare assistance,"
As for the functions and relations of public housing
agencies these same officials note:
"Low-cost housing is essentially a local matter de-
fending on conditions and habits of life that vary widely.
The character of the distribution, and location of orojects
are d ependent on may other factors of city growth and of city
and regional planning. Success in dealing with this ~roblem
must deoend on arousing a local sense of responsibility and
local interest. Consequently the efforts of Federal, State, and
city housing authorities in any long-term orogram should be
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directed to creatingthis interest and sense of responsibility.
"The distribution of duties whould seem as follows:
(a) The Federal government would give financial assistance in
forms most likely to stimulate local initiative and partici-
pation in cost. It would, enact legislation giving- suitable
powers and encourage such by states, formulate general and
regional standards and coordinate all branches of work. It
would collect and distribute relevant information, undertake
research and make trial demonstrations.
(b) The states would enact a -propriate legislation enabling
agencies to acquire land by condemnation, for financing, and for
making contributions to the cost. They shouli undertake regula-
tion and give help by demonstrations, legislation, financial aid
within their power.
(c) The local agencies would -rovide and maintain adequate
housing accomodations for all the citizens, and suitable
organizations for discharging this responsibility and dealing
with various branches of the problem.
"Planning and housing are hiff*hl Tr technical activities
needing skilled administration and long term Programs. If they
are to be well managed their administration (l) Must have free-
dom from inexpert, or subversive interference, (2) Must be free
from Political partisanship, (3) characterized by continuous
control by experienced and capable persons, not subject as a
group to Interference with their powers of execution.
"And finally, there is no reason to confine the work
to one class of agency if all are in accord with the best public

interests, whether they be boards, committees, or limited-
dividend corporations, ^he necessity is recognized for
decentralization, desirable as it is, to take olace gradually,
as and when sufficient local interest and sense of responsi-
bility are aroused, and sufficient local capacity, financial
and other to deal with the problems, is shown. One of the most
effective ways to arouse interest, capacity and trustworthiness
in localities may be found in calling uoon them to assume their
duties.
"
With so many agencies interested, and trying to give
suggestions for policy, most of which concur along fairly
common lines, the Federal government has adequate backing if
it embarks for the most intelligent objectives by the most
logical and efficient route, whatever it does, one thing
must be avoided, the encroachment on private or public local
initiative, no matter what form, of help is given.

SECTION III
THE ECONOMIC FACTORS

Land
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Land is the basic raw material of housing and it
constitutes one of the greatest needless expenses of the
build inr industry. It has a more rapidly shifting value than
any other cost factor, this value being determined by many
varying items, often with no reference, immediate or remote,
to the value of use or the possible return of investment.
Two houses of exactly the same costs of erection
may have no commonness of selling nrice whatever, and the
lower figure may include the best niece of land. Such are
the results of the toosy-turvy method of land valuations.
With a certain sum to be invested in a project,
the tyoe of structure that can be erected is limited by the
share of the funds that land takes. The higher the cost of the
land the lower the standards of the house itself. The high
values of land are the basic factors behind flimsy, row-upon-
row of low-cost subdivisions which rapidly deteriorate, or the
entire disregard of the housing problem by providing high,
multiple apratments for the uoper classes, so a neat return can
be made on the investment. As will be noted in another section
t^ese flimsy homes due to the high costs of land causes many
excessive chafes on the owner for repairs and the evident risk
being covered by mortgagees in their interest charges, thus
rendering it a burden for him to pay the carrying charges and
so discouraging home ownership.
The value of land becomes exorbitant through the
various stages of speculation and sub-division with costs
mounting unbelievably in the nrocess. Each transfer Involves
beside the purchase price: legal charges, transfer fees,

surveyors fees, cost of agents etc, besides the profit for
each turnover which far exceeds any reasonable relation to the
value of improvements or the carrying charges of interest
and taxes expended by the speculator.
The construction industry Is the only great industry
v:hich does not have some control at least over the source or
merchandising of its one irreplaceable raw material, the only
industry which nays retail prices if not directly to speculators
at least with speculative profits added to the cost.
The significance of these charges are approached only
by the cost of money, and can be readily understood when the
cost of land in America, which when developed corses at least to
twenty-five percent of the total cost is compared with the
cost of sites abroad, in a much older and more densely settled
area where the land is really valuable. In Europe, however,
invariably the Ian" costs are under fifteen percent of the
whole and in England and Germany around ten nercent. There
the land gives far greater amenity, has much less density in
apartments, and the cost includes the entire cost of paving
and sewers etc. and is not levied later through the form of
taxes, as is the case here. Bauer (p. 226) states the pre-
sumption that for houses v ith the same initial cost, the rent
abroad necessary to cover obligations ani provide for upkeep,
would be just about half of what it would have to b e in The
United States, due chiefly to land costs.
Zoning laws have helped some in stabilizing the
values, and the realization of two forces which serve to
nullify the former conception of land values ani speculation
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(that land values must always continue to rise because the
quantity of lan^ is limit d and the demand of increasing
population is unlimited) have contributed to recent attitudes
towards investing for mere speculation. These two forces are
the ulilization of the skyscraper and the decreasing birth rate.
The selection of a site is on tother matters besides
the mere cost of land which can be afforded an"1 at the same
time provide for low-cost minimum standard dwellings. The
technical problems of the character of the land itself, the
use to which it is* to be nut, and the suitability to contem-
plated types of construction, must be weighed. It should be
such as will glully carry oui the objectives of the project
and orove most productive ol economies in construction •
Another item is location which will minimize all
adverse influences of uses to which nearby land can be out
in the future. Zoning regulations and building codes will
care for this aspect. Security of investment is of prime
importance and encroachment of surrounding bad influences is
the quickest method of losing this security.
The next major consideration is centrality. This: in*
volves many important factors such as population density,
nearness to employment, cultural and recreational centres,
adequacy of public utilities services of water, gas and elec-
tricity, and the methods of communication and transportation with
other areas. This latter item is probably the one which will
have the greatest w&ight in determining the suitability of
various housing sites.
The increase in mobility of recent years has helped

SI
decrease the amount of urban speculation to some degree and
facilitates decentralization of population and industry. In
the latter instances speculation has continued where careful
planning and purchasing by municipalities or industry has not
prevented land grabbing.
The problem of lower lan^ costs is then, chiefly a
matter of eliminating speculation. But how la this to be accom-
plished?
The easiest way, used in many instances in Europe
,
is by public confiscation of city slu#s and outlying areas.
But other methods have been used successfully by municipalities
on the Continent who have carefully Planned for their self-
interest by intelligent and fore-sighted action. Berlin is and
outstanding example of a city which succeeded by using the
powers of location regulation and standards of new construction,
and of purchasing large areas of land as it saw fit.
This city owns about one-third of its interior area
(about 70,000 acres) and more than 70,000 acres more out^idte.
Almost entirely, this was taken over without use of expropriation
laws or condemnation but by Planned purchasing. For a number
of years while speculators had been working in the city, the
authorities carefully planned against the inflated -^rices it
saw coming by purchasing large areas of land surrounding the
town for sewage, farms, forests, parks and potential housing
sites.
When the speculators woke up to the fact, they were
out of the game, left with property, old and newly developed,
of poor construction, great height and high rents. The city
did not need their land it could go outside, so when the time
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came they were forced 4 o reet the city's price in order to
sell these properties which no longer held speculative hopes.
This is one way no American city has yet tried. The
saving is not only for large-scale housing but also for the
small investor who can purchase his land directly from the city.
A new conception of both the new heme and the multiple
dwelling, is not as units by themselves, but from the point of
view of the complete neighborhood as the unit of planning,
construction, finance and administration. This promises to
be the most potent method for attaining economies in housing,
yet devised, it cuts costs in all phases. This by no means
implies that the ideal of home ownership which is a strong
American heritage, a symbol of security and respectability,
will be passing out of the picture. To the contrary, it
means an extension of the ideal of individual home ownership,
by purchase of individual home included in the 'community unit. 1
Although this unit method affects all the economic aspects
it is well to consider it under Land, which it affects most
completely.
The Community Unit Principle
Modern housing experts see the 'community unit'
as the most logical and efficient principle by which housing
may be achieved, regardless of cost, and yet it offers the
best possible means of lowering costs. It limits the whims
of the individual but allows him Individual ownership, it
means lov/er costs all around! because of the dependence of the
various cost factors on efficiency in each and every other item*
Properly conceived, it is the technical answer to the whole
housing problem.

S3
Just what is a community unit and just how does it
establish economies in land?
The unit involves a larre area of land, either
urban or suburban, and its purchase or control by the munici-
pality, to be systematically planned for construction accord-
ing to the various factors of land topography, centrality,
security cf environment, and nature of municipality and its
inhabitants and their needs.
It eliminates the prevailing "grid-iron" plan of
layoit—rectangular blocks with narrow and deeo lots which limit
possible designs for the home, with space ^rovided for by small
side alleys or back yards which serve mostly as eyesores and
rubbish heaos or at best, barren land— and uses open spaces,
curved streets, centering of community sevices and various
types of dwellings to make a coherent whole. It changes the
idea of standardization from a mechanical type for mere profit
to a functional standard for use—not our present ugly, waste-
ful and unproductive form of typical urban or suburban "develop-
ment"—but a truly harmonious picture that will delight the
eye of the architect and comfort the pocketbook of the business
man and owners.
Bauer (p. 168) notes:
" A unit must be at least large enough to create
a neighborhood atmosphere. And large enough so that its
amenity and desirability as a place of residence cannot be
influenced by any ecterior accidents or adjoining blight.
This is all important. It must also be small enough so that
all of its essential facilities are almost equally convenient

to all the inhabitants. This ir.eans that in very large
developments there must be several distinct neighborhoods,
sufficient unto themselves for most everyday necessities.
"Closely related to the matter of size and degree
of self-sufficiency is the question of location. Indeed, the
first step must be the decision between a central reconstruc-
tion—slum clearance--and an entirely fresh ievelopment of
new land, which must ordinarily lie somewhere toward the out-
skirts of the town, if not entirely beyond its corporate limits.
This is a much more complex question for the large cities, where,
central land-prices are high and large areas of o^en land
relatively distant, than it is for the smaller ones,"
Its urban use is therefore, rather limited, but the
creation of a central park after the suggestion of Mr. Henry
Wright of New York, by cities who want to maintain or in-
crease the assessed valuation of blighted areas, will help
achieve the end.
^-
T
e suggests that if a financing agency or the owners
of certain areas would invest in the oronosed development , the
city would condemn the center for an open park area, raising
the value of the contiguous property, the increase of which
would cancel Iops of assessments from the o^en snace and leave
a margin for paying off any bond issue necessary. The owners
would have an assured profit, the tenants would have better
surroundings at about the same cost, and the public would gain
decidedly.
This community method necessarily involves assistance

by the municipality which, by careful buying of available
land, as did Berlin, can eliminate the speculative costs in
outlying developments, and by exprooriation and zoning laws
can control urban speculation. The saving, especially in the
former whefe land can be taken and developed without all the
intervening sub-dividing and resales, is obvious. The
method is clear cut, Will it be followed?, is the question.

Land Improvement and Utility Service.
Besides the land problem oroper, there is closely
connected with it the question of the cost of oaving and
underground utilities, and the Possibility of economies in
that direction.
Most all of our cities were built with an eye on
their future expansion, which because of intensive use and
decreasing birth rate, as previously noted, never came uo to
expectation. The cities ^ound that they are reaching the
limits of their bonding capacities, with increasing budgets
and no increase in income, and most of heavy overhead of this
permanent indebtedness is due to streets, gradings, oaving,
sewer and water mains, transit facilities, schools, fire and
police stations, in the outskirts which though returning in-
creased taxes do not come anywhere near covering the added
interest and operating charges. Also, the utilities in the
blighted central areas are furnished at a loss.
Besides being an answer to savings in the direct
cost of land, it has been found that the community unit offers
just as great possibilities for economies in "servicing"
dwellings and localities.
The method of unit development calls for streets
and utilities designed for permanent and specific objectives
,
and full immediate use would certainly cut out most of the
waste of the oartial use of expanded but undeveloped areas.
Not only is there a saving due to elimination of the speculation
and guesswork on the part of the municipalities in extending
to unnecessary areas but the actual layout on the site presents
a great advancement in economy.

It lis a fact that increased open park areas and
decreased street areas in sub-dividing is not only of value
estheticallv but also commercially. Mr. Henry Wright found
that cost of underground utilities is relative to the length
of streets and areas and independent of their width, and sets
up the principles of: "main through arterial streets on t^e
perimeter of a residential area, non-through streets within
the area long blocks for economy.... a square block for
economy plus onen soace at the center, farthest from utility
mains." The chief retarding influence is that outmoded and
outdated regulations prevent the utilization of any but the
formal gridiron design.
Once understood, the old conceptions seem foolish
and meaningless. As Bauer Says: (p. 1?4) "^uite outside of
any social considerations, the economic basis alone would have
justified such a decision to build in terms of the community
unit. Nevertheless, the real significance of the modern
housing method is not the economic saving. It is rather the
fundamentally higher quality of the achievement. Even if it
cost twice as much instead of saving, it would probably have to
be done that way sooner or later. There are five main de-
partments in housing economy, and every one of them (land,
land development, costs of construction, money and upkeep)
stands to be material!^ benefited by the use of the complete
neighborhood unit.
"
The city of Pittsburgh in 1913 started amovement
to lessen the taxation due to improvements by shifting it
progressively to land so that the buildings, by 1925, would
only be taxed half the mileage charged upon land, thus
following the example of the usual European system of taxes.

It was claimed that industry was stimulated, large urban
holdings were broken up and soli at reasonable Prices, and
that land speculation was checked, *
In summary. The economies ^ossible in the costs
of land and land develooments depends on the establishment of
a long-time, carefully coordinated plan of land purchase,
development, taxation, and regulation, which will eliminate
private speculation in and outside of the city, with the
assistance of sane condemnation and zoning laws which are
coordinated toward the proper objectives.
After land acquisition, the community unit Plan,
is the only intelligent nethod of development as far as a
municipality is concerned for permanent low-cost units with
no added tax burden
,
and in the end possibly lower costs
of maintenance and therefore greater net income. It will
result in benefit not only to itself and its taxpayers but the
underpriveleged citizens and the inefficient building industry.
"Pittsburgh's Graded Tax in Operation", P.R Williams,
National Municipal Review, December 1935.

CONSTRUCTION
Failures of the Indus try
The construction industry has failed miserably to
provide low-cost housing and yet, despite its deficiencies,
it must continue to remain our main source of supply. Some
factors it cannot directly control, such as its dependence
on the speculative real estate market for its basic material,
the exhorbitant rates of financing, and the hampering build-
ing codes and tax laws, but if it applied itself to eliminat-
ing its own inefficiencies these outside factors would soon
be coordinated with it to attain the common end.
Failure to organize for elimination of waste has
meant dependence on the richest third of the population for
its market, for which it has adeauately performed its function
(though the home of the owner, if compared with other commod-
ities, such as his automobile, is far below' what should be
expected for the price paid)
.
"It has failed, however, to reach a market amounting
to about fifteen million families, excluding those on farms
who could add sixty per cent to small house sales if offered
a four thousand eight hundred dollar house and approximately
double its present normal output if offered a three thousand
to three thousand five hundred dollar home.-::*
Besides its failure to provide housing and to in-
crease its own value, it has failed industry as a whole for.
"Msg. Airieric 9 , p . 24 , 5 Editors of~j? ortune" 1932.

which it is in a key position. It normally pays the largest
wage bill -- three "billion in 1926 though only 1,467,541,901
in 1929 for 30,597 concerns with business over twenty-five
thousand dollars annually, employing 828,772 men -- has the
largest volume - over |7, 285, 720, 244 for 144,396 concerns in
1929 - is the second largest purchaser of steel, the major
market for lumber, stone, brick, paint, paper and glass; it
creates immense demand for household furniture, goods and
equipment. Labor, in 1929, received about 25.1% of its
uo tal expenditures; with 35.2;! ($2, 055, 595, 482) going for
materials
.
The value of the industry is great and anything
which will cause its expansion will help expand all indus-
try. It can expand by providing low-cost housing. It is
not doing so, so we must analyze the reasons for its lack
of progress.
Land speculation and land improvements have been
so handled that even efficiency in all other respects neces-
sitates a high final selling price. The possibilities for
economies there have been discussed in the previous section.
Assuming efficiency there, just as great reductions
are possible if the great vice of the building industry,
lack of organization, were to be overcome. The efficient
management of other industries is not found here. The

Federated Engineering, Societies estimated in 1921 that
there was about 55^ waste, less than 50% efficient as it
possibly could he, and was the second highest industry in
that respect. This was allocated 65% to management, 21%
to labor and 14;:0' to other sources.
Catering to personal whims of home buyers and
architects, lack of standardization of parts and proces-
ses, lack of centralizatiin of all branches of contract-
ing and large-scale production, the seasonal character of
the industries which causes labor troubles, outmoded build-
ing codes, inconsistent tariff policies on materials, ham-
pering transportation rates and, above all, inefficient
financing methods are the sources of waste.
Standardization - The Fre -fabricated Hou s
e
Examination of the whims of buyers who, through
demands of personal satisfaction for special demands beyond
ordinary requirements of adequate shelter and comfort, and
permanence for generations to come, -will show a great source
of expense. This personal satisfaction may be blamed for
the high-cost scale -- for it precludes' standardization,
large-scale production or permanent employment. So much
material is ordered by architects and contractors in special
styles, sizes and quantities that the manufacturers have to
charge special prices. And although he washes a house after
his own liking and may righteously demand lower costs of

material, labor ancL financing, until he realizes that just
as the sacrifice of his personal whims in an auto enables
him to buy a thousand dollar car ready to run, the parts
alone of which would cost him about twenty-five hundred
dollars, sacrifice of this desire must also be applied to
his house, his demands cannot be met.
Consideration of standardization of parts and
processes and centralization of the elements of the build-
ings and materials industry to bring about large-scale pro-
duction is a colossal problem in itself.
After the average citizen has been educated to the
point where he realizes that his personal satisfaction is
really standardized, and that economies are a problem of
not more house but more housing for the money invested,
specifically a matter of design which admits of industrial
application, the way will further be opened to low-cost
housing.
The designer will consider in addition to the
appearance, efficiency and convenience, the feasibility of
producing his house in mechanized, centrally located fac-
tories, the ease of its distribution by transportation
methods, and the methods of assembling the parts coming
from various agencies into a modern house quickly and per-
manently on the selected site.

It, like the automobile, will be esthetically sound,
causing the level of architectural development to rise from
its present hazy, helter-skelter, whimsical standardization
to the truly functional use of standard parts and processes.
Great strides have been made in Europe, one German
official estimating that rationalization of method had re-
sulted in a fifteen per cent saving in construction cost.
Frankfurt, in one experiment with pre-fabricated concrete
units, found that eighteen men could put up the shell of a
two-story house, including cellars and floors, in a day and
a half.
Yet, with the results of intensive and extensive
studies of various materials and methods of construction,
showing certain types to be superior and more economical,
dwellings continued to be constructed by the old hand
methods of wood and brick. Many of the parts and work-
processes have been increasingly standardized and much can
be learned from research for further pre-fabrication.
Twenty-nine American concerns offer frames and
panels for construction (contributing in various degrees
to the complete house) in steel or metal, seventeen of wood
and fourteen of concrete and two of reinforced brick.
The factory pre-fabricated house is not a reality -
the term is misleading -- the manufacture is of fabricated
units, transferring the usual hand cutting to the factory.
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These units reduce waste of material, economize on labor costs
and effect economies by large-scale production. Our transpor-
tation could not handle a "pre-fabricated" house. <Tust as
doors, windows, etc., are pre-fabricated, so are these units.
The new idea merely means an increase in size of interchange-
able and standardized units from wall panels of varying
widths, to the entire wall or walls of a room, or even the
entire side of a house. Framing is well on its way to
standardization; soon these other units will be developed.
Costs are, at present, higher than ordinary methods
in many cases because of the limited volume. It has great
prospects, however, and if the major problem of economical
transportation and distribution can be solved so as to com-
pare favorably with conventional methods, possibly by more
v/idely distributed fabricating plants, it has a great future.
Other problems besides costs of fabrication and
transportation faced by this new development are: public
feeling against standardization of homes, which can be over-
come by appeal of low costs and of comparison with many of
our dreary and monotonous sub-divisions; opposition of l&por_
to displacement by mechanics which may possibly be solved by
their employment in factories; and unjustifiably rigid build-
ing codes which fail to recognize new materials and methods
of construction.
Time will probably solve these problems once the
factors are carefully attacked. The selling price of the

average new home now is made up of cost of land, its im-
provements and utilities, and construction costs, financing
and selling expense and profits. Construction is charged
with about 70% divided into 50% for structure, 20% for
equipment and about 25% to direct labor.
Savings would be possible in each of these items
with greatest (perhaps 10$) in labor costs. At present un-
familiarity of labor, the high cost of materials, the in-
creased eauipment for the house itself and for assembling
it, and the distribution of costs over limited production,
are retarding progress.
Plans worked out by F.K.A. experts, tested and
adapted by practical builders reveal that seven unalterable
principles must be followed in order to achieve the minimum
cost in building an inexpensive small home. Mr. Smith out-
lined these principles as follows: 1, Plan a square or
rectangular-shaped house; 2, avoid unnecessary exterior and
interior corners; 2, avoid complicated roof construction;
4, plan for a minimum of hall space; 5, use stock sizes and
standard lengths in structural members; 6, use stock millwork
7, plan heating, plumbing and electrical work in conjunction
with framing. Avoid long runs of pipe and ducts. *
Two new lines of thought in mass house production
are becoming used increasingly. First, is the innovation
of the use of pre-fabricated panels which serve not only as
* Smith, noward L. , "Boston Post"—February 17,1937.

walls but for bearing weight as well, thus eliminating the
structural "frame" . The second offers great possibilities.
It is the separation of common services to a house from the
design of house itself.
None of these have proceeded much beyond the pen
and paper, or experimental stage. Some, using the first
method above have constructed inner and outer walls of metal
with "throiigh bolts". The second idea has been used a great
deal but not in its form as originated by Mr. Buckminster
Puller's Dymaxion House. The storing of utilities in one
corner of the cellar, or use of a "closet room" with elim-
ination of the costs of digging the cellar entirely, have
been tried successfully, but at present only by large ex-
perimental concerns at rather high costs.
The following will serve to explain this latter
principle more fully:
"Mr, Buckminster Fuller, in his Dymaxion House,
observed that modern housing combines two elements -- the
housing of utilities such as plumbing, heating, lighting,
etc., and the housing of people. The first must be strong,
well-protected, and delicately adjusted. The second may be
light, free, and more or less temporary. Consequently the
two may be - indeed, should be - differently constructed.
From this conclusion there followed another: viz,
that if the housing of the utilities was to be strong and
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rigid, and if the housing of the people was to be light,
then the first might he used for the support of the second.
The result was the Dymaxion House a house of light floors
and walls suspended by steel guys from the top of a rigid
central tower of inflated, duralumin tubes containing all
equipment for the generation of heat and light and the con-
ditioning of air, as well as mechanisms for distributing
heat and light, and pipes for water. Since the house is
conceived at the outset in terms of mass production and
mass distribution, weight becomes the determining factor
of cost and, hence, of price. Fuller believes his house
would sell at 25$ the pound, with the small, five-room type,
complete with furnishings and accessories, weighing 6,000
pounds having a sales price of J;1500."-«-
The American companies mentioned previously make a
total of 63 enterprises in the prefabricated field but not one
has been able to approach even closely the §1550 hope of Mr.
Fuller. The prospects for the future are bright once the public
accepts the new-type home and gives the needed volume that will
help lower prices considerably. We can hope for much when we
compare our situation with that of Europe which has been for
many years experimenting with such houses as these and yet only
has 13 commercialized companies, 5 in England and France and
three in Germany. The most successful of these uses steel and
has built over 700 of their houses, the heinrich Blecken firm
of Duisburg, Germany.
ft
Hsg. America - Editors of Forjbune, 1954, p. 112.
For complete description of the Dymaxion house see Fortune July '32
f
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Some of the more successful of the American manu-
facturers have "been able to market many of these houses in
spite of no particular advantages in cost.
American houses Inc., New York City uses steel frames
and composition panels in the structure of the four styles they
offer. They have built over 40 houses from a four room and bath
style for $3,500 to more elaborate types up to v7,200.
General houses is the leader of research and now offers
14 different types homes by the use of two different systems of
construction from $3500 to #6000.
The Bethlehem Steel Co. has provided their steel frames
for about 20 Houses. Other leaders in the steel fields are the
Harnischfeger Corp. of Milwaukee with about 50 houses, the w.C.
Lea Co. of Los Angeles and Reynolds Corp. of New York with about
35 houses. Other interesting workers in the field are the Steel
Housing Corp. of Chicago, Steel buildings Inc. which is associated
with the American Rolling Mills Co., Rotostone Inc., Lafayette
Indiana which combines the use of synthetic stone with steel
tracks and frames, and S.S. Godley's complete housing assembly
of steel frames and sheets for exterior finish, made in Cincinnati.
Wooden construction has not made the progress that night
have been expected since the experiment was first introduced by
the Hodgson Co. of Boston, though the sales have been wide due to
the lower prices. The methods have been mostly of the regular
types of frame, ready cut, yet have yielded economies which have
enabled companies, the leader of which is Sears Roebuck, to have
costs as low as ..,.2,400.
These cost figures were found by the Editors of fortune
in the issue of April 1933 so theyh^ve probably been improved
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since then, but the manufacturers are making them as modern end
complete es possible, supplying a home with "even the food on the
pantry shelves". This tendency toward perfection is s great
selling point but it adds to cost and means that prefabricated
homes, especially the types made of steel, have only been made
available to the wealthy. This trend to modernity is not so
apparent in the wooden structures and their methods of improving
the old instead of trying something entirely new, has proven to
be more profitable in volume of sales not only because of lower
prices but because there was no prejudice to be overcome. Still
another factor is the preference of the American mind for a two-
story home, and this gives the entire advantage to wooden houses,
for the steel are all single story affairs.
The greatest savings in steel homes is in the cost of
labor at the site, about ten percent of lebor costs, and in the
elimination of the cellar and foundation costs which makesja
saving of about 10 percent of the total cost, but they have yet
to come near the #3,000 mark, which has long been undersold by
the wooden methods.
but all in all it is the steel home which has the
greatest possiblities despite its lack of advantages at present,
for with business on the upturn and much idle capital looking for
investment in something which will probably "boom"
,
housing may
well be to the next generation of business what the auto has
been to the last.

Labor
The element of labor assists in a large degree to
the inefficiency of the construction industry, both the
"Irective and executive ^arts of creative labor offering
wide on-ortunities for economies. The waste in the
directive phase is not so much oure w^ste as lack of good
methods in the letting of contracts. Most of the contractors
are mere middlemen, brokers with little of no technical skill.
The cost of sub-letting has been estimated to exceed 20% of
the t^tal cost of the job. In 1929, for each dollar naid
by the owners (according tb the Census of 1930) 85$^ went to
the gerneral contractor, 12^ to the sub-contractor, and only
3$ to the operative builder.' No wonder organization ideals
must be radically changed.
But even further possibilities are offered in the
executive field of labor, skilled and unskilled. The trouTble
is not with the labor itself but with the results of its
organization—the unions and their methods.
The workers need to organize in the building industry
even more than in most others for the seasonal nature of the
work necessarily demands high wages when work is available. No
fault can actually bo found with the workers or the wages paid.
It is the union—the racketeers running them, the delays caused
by strikes and Jurisdictional claim troubles, and the working
rule which limits the employers.
The wages and costs of labor indirectly are not
paid to the worker. The regulation of the unions by racketeer-
ing labor 'leaders' and municipal politicians, and the out-
and-out costs of 'protection' from gangsters an3 their methods
are a source of no little added cost. The building industry

remains a fetid organization and a fertile field of income
for these oeonle. That isn't the only source of rackets,
however. Often the collusion is between the workers,
contractors, and supply dealers together, working to keep
prices up.
As for strikes
,
they are not so much caused in
this industry by time and wap-e demands on the employers, as
by jurisdictional claims between unions. It has been found
that about 95% of the strikes are caused by difference over
jurisdiction of a ^articular job or type of work. These are
mostly caused vy advances in substituion of materials and tech-
nology which causes workers of certain unions to lose old
work and to find that the new work is claimed by a competing
group. For example, when air conditioning came in the
plumbers fought with the steam fitters as to who should in-
stall the system. Losses of many thousands of dollars per
day are caused by these forced delays on the job.
Another source of trouble is the working rule
which aims to oppose labor-saving devices, pace-setters,
over-numerous apprentices, and non-union matrrials. It
takes the form of rules: aimed at machinery, limiting the
builders freedom of control, restricting materials, limiting
the labor supply etc.
In order to restrict output in order to make the
the work last longer, labor still insists on the handicraft
methods. The traditional crafts have been, for the most
part, broken up. elsewhere but not in the building industry.
The introduction of machinery in building and now the threat
of the pre-fabricated house has emphasized the solidarity of
the building crafts.

"In the last analysis it is the industry itself which
keeps alive the craft conception of labor and therefore the
Industry itself which gives the occasion for craft-prctective
rules. If the industry were organized and industrialized;
if the competitive system by which the employment of labor is
made to depend upon the success of a contractor in his bid,
were terminated and replaced by a system offering steady em-
ployment; if the huge and wasteful labor turnover which
characterizes the industry were controlled; if the incompetent,
irresponsible, and ignorant contractor who fails to synchronize
operations or that fails to foresee his material requirements
were eliminated; and above all if the unnecessarily seasonal
character of the whole industry could be corrected, the result
would be a degree of security and a continuity of employment
which would certainly change the underlying attitude of mind
of building labor. Reactionary and unreasonable working rules
might not vanish overnight. But with the removal of their
validating cause their effect would be limited.
It has become clear that there is no reason in the
nature of things why the industry should be following a
seasonal curve. 'The seasonal character of the construction
industries is a mat"er of custom and habit, not of climatic
conditions." *
Another source of unnecessary costs of the building
industry is the compensation paid out by insurance companies
for accidents and deaths, estimated to be about 54 millions of
"Housing America" -Editors of Fortune, p. 89, 1932.

dollars annually. Though indirect, the bull dine industry
certainly pays for this waste through added premiums and
the losses which accomoany labor turnover.
Cne of the factors, not so evident to the outsider,
which adds to costs, are the building codes of legal and struc-
tural requirements which penalize sound construction and new
methods, technically as well as financially. In 1924, the
Rockefeller Bayonne, N. J. project of industrial housing,
faced unreasonable restrictions. As a result of the success-
ful attempt on the part of the organizers to have the laws
amended, it was estimated that at least 3% of the cost "as
saved.
Altogether, the loss of the former helpful differ-
entials in costs of land, labor, materials, and financing
—
which had caused the industry to rise to such great heights
—
and the inherent weakness of the organization and methods
of the industry— its unorganized, inefficient, amall.-scale,
and speculative nature
—
, have caused the present static
position and breakdown of the industry.
Centralization of functions—large combines as in
other great industries, or local combines under public super-
vision and without political graft- -seems to be the answer
to these problems all of which must be attacked together for
any real progress.
"Housing America", (p. 115) records: "—those who
look for a solution of the housing problem do not look for it
within the building industry as now organized. For it is

abundantly clear that the low-cost house ""emends uoon the
elimination of most of the industry's oresent characteristic
features. The cost of financing, must he drastically reduced
from its present giddy level. Material prices must be cut.
And expensive, lengthy, hand labor at the site of construc-
tion must be replaced by economical, raoid, machine labor in
central factories. All these considerations establish one
inevitable conclusion—the mass production and mass distri-
bution and mass financing of houses. And the building
industry is not now enuiooed to that end.
Lit!tLe however can be expected in this mass movement
by single manu. -oturers. ^he problem is one of enormous
complication involving social relations which the motor car
with its mobility never touched. It cuts across preconceptions
and prejudices, financial, esthetic, and merely h-man, which
were non-existent in the case of the newer industry. And its
scale is potential^ greater than that of any industry now
known. "
This implies the organization of various elements
of the industry, individual concerns combined into large
organizations, rather than any dominance by a few single
concerns. General Houses Inc. is a stem in this direction,
it centralizes the forces and contributions o^ many of our
largest industrial concerns, in any way having connections
with the building industry.'
The future 'olds much for concerns such as this,
and for the "Construction League" which is an outgrowth of
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the 1931 "National Conference on Construction." This latter
included all parties but the A. F. of L. did not Join the
"League.
"
The Construction League combines the "Broducers
Council", an association of manufacturers, and the "Associated
General Contractor?, of America Inc.", which strives for the
following objectives:
(1) to act as a medium of coordination and cooperation
within the construction industry as a whole;
(2) to Promote unified plans of study, research and
publicity.
(3) to act as a clearing house for sound criticism
and advice by a common forum of architects, engineers, general
and special contractors, and the producers and dealers in
order to stabilize the industry, eliminate waste, improve the
oublic service, and encourage legislation,
(4) to create an agency representing the entire
industry by which its viewpoints and needs may be forceTully
presented to the public and to the government.
(5) to act as an aprencv to work out intra-indus try-
problems of relationships , so the whole industry will be
strengthened.
With such movements as these, the outlook is rather
bright. The task is difficult and some of the problems seem
insurmountable but an attack as a whole by organizations with
the ^rooer social objectives should soon see them well on the
way toward solution.
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As a means of summarizing this section on the building
industry, the following will help to set forth the relative im-
portance of each item of construction and the part each trade
plays in our housing scene. *
The Purdue Housing Project found the following dis-
tribution of costs to the various elements in erecting "House
#5, a typical two-story wooden house with five rooms, a hath and
garage, the total cost of which was close to $5,000, even under
fairly efficient conditions, typical of the industry as a whole.
ost Breakdown by Trades;
Percent Amount
Excavation and .backfill 1.4
Masonry 10.2 507.35
Lumber and Supplies 16.3 813.35
Millwork 12.6 630.80
Plywood, interior finish 6.5 322.25
Carpenter Labor 1 5. 6 826.75
Insulation 1.1 54.00
Hardware 1.0 50.00
Linoleum 1.0 49,35
Heating 8.0 400.00
Plumbing 5.8 290.60
Electrical work 3.1 153.65
Painting 6.7 336.00
Profit and overhead 9.7 484.35
(Gen'l Contractor)
100.0% #4,986.00
The five largest items of labor and material cost were:
LABOR MATERIALS
Outside Walls $274. 95 Millwork $581.30
Millwork 170.35 Outside Walls 508.10
Partitions 116.05 Heating 297.40
foundation 83.35 Roof 213.40
Heating 82.75 foundation 178.85
A good bit of evidence for a hopeful future of the
prefabricated house is shown in these latter figures, for the
three items which stand to be most improved by the new houses
—
millwork, foundations, and outside walla—are at present the larger
items of cost.
* "American builder" --March 1937--page 90.
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iiegaraless of any prefabric8tion , if the building
industry can economize on its -present methods of construction
end contract sub-letting by centralization and organization, it
will be able to have the low prices which v/ill reach the widest
market of our middle income group which constitutes about half of
our families. This volume v/ill mean elimination of the seasonal
character of the business and with it most of the evils of the
labor situation and its exorbitant costs.
The inter-affecting savings of each phase will so
work that even greater savings will be made possible—but all
of these hopes for the future rest on one foundation--the ability
of the industry to secure volume and steadiness of volume.

MANAGEMENT
Gr owth of Importanc e
The trend of America to the multiple dwelling has
created a demand for the "house manager" and with provision
for low-rent housing in formerly blighted areas his functions
become more and more necessary. A moment's reflection will
bring forcefully to mind the aggravation of the housing prob-
lem which can be traced to indifferent management which
causes the careless and ignorant tenant to add to the acuity
of slum conditions.
The National Association of Housing Officials, recog-
nizing the importance of the new field, has sponsored a move-
ment for training courses in collaboration with the P.W.A.
and the other agencies interested in low-cost housing. The
function requires "mature, intelligent persons" who should
have specialized training: social, business, legal and
technical
.
Though his functions include more than mere rent
collection, authorities differ as to how far the technical
and social responsibilities should be combined in one person.
The technical duties are those involving the landlord v/ho de-
mands a favorable return and preservation of his investment
with minimum additional outlay. The social involves the
tenants who demand efficient service and confidence that all
their requests, complaints or suggestions will be rationally
received.
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Miss Octovia Hill, of London, in 1870, who was first
to recognize and do something on the "human" side of the prob-
lem which had much to do with the "dirt end deterioration
which characterized the slum" believed, "You cannot deal
with the people and their houses separately. The principle
on which the^ whole work rests is that the inhabitants and
their surroundings must be improved together.", and so would
combine the two
.
Many believe that the personal qualities necessary
to these two functions can only be found in rare cases and
that combination of duties makes the work unnecessarily dif-
ficult, for complete trust and goodwill of tenants is neces-
sary for- their cooperation with the "rules and regulations".
It has been found that women are particularly suited to per-
forming these functions.
Because success of low-rent projects depends on the
skill of management, it should be closely connected with the
project from the very start, have proper executive power,
have definite policies of relations with the owning authority
and, above all, a position not subject to politics for secur-
ity. Civil service or some other basis of merit must eventually
be set up though newness of field creates a demand and is unex-
plored as to bases necessary to set up such. a system of merit.

The junctions of Management
The social functions include educational, recrea-
tional and social activities. Educational takes the form
of pamphlets or lectures on the subjects of health, house-
keeping, cooperative rules and regulations, and perhaps
certain series of lectures or courses on various topics.
The most important of these are in regard to the "regula-
tions" especially when occupants have been accustomed to
low standards. Repeated violation may be checked by special
notices, private conversation, tenants' meetings, etc. Soon
it becomes a matter of pride in cooperating with maintenance
of appearance
.
The recreational and social activities are unlimited
in extent. Playgrounds, play and clubrooms, sport clubs,
nursery schools, libraries, hobby clubs, special entertain-
ment, educational or social functions and even cooperative
grocery stores and laundries are maintained with tenants
paying small fees in some cases, and with most being con-
ducted by tenant volunteers. The size of the apartments,
of course, has a direct bearing on the projection of such
activities
.
These, as well as technical duties of the manager
and his staff, raise a problem of cost. Blanket charges,
extra fees for individual participation are the two methods,
yet each involves additions to rentals. The former prevents
denying children certain opportunities but, of course,
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raises the greatest cost-bearing problems. The problem of
participation by underprivileged people in neighborhood but
not tenants raises another problem in connection with social
functions
.
The technical duties include rehousing of slum
clearance people; selection of displaced tenants for hous-
ing on their income, suitability to social grouping, size of
family and evident reliability and need; enforcing the house
rules and policies; keeping financial and personal records;
office management and supervision of clerks, janitors, gar-
deners, technical assistants, and social or recreational
directors; maintenance and purchase of supplies; legal duties
in putting forces of law into operation; cooperation with
owning authority; utilizing the results of research and ex-
perience of others; collecting the rents and caring for re-
pairs and renovations.
0
These functions are indispensable and even more so
than the social aspects which are also becoming to be con-
sidered as necessary facilities. Their performance adds to
the rental but they differ from the social functions in that
savings may be involved in lack of rent defaults and less
deterioration.
These two duties, then, are probably the most im-
portant. As far as rent collection is concerned the use of
the differential rent system should be considered* (the object
should be to provide housing for the lowest income groups in

public ventures). Poverty relief should not be given in
the form of arrears in rent. Rents should be collected
weekly or according to the income period of the tenant,
with periodic inspection of the apartment.
This latter suggestion aids the problem of repairs.
The value of regular and immediate repair is evident. In
this connection, as well as consideration of the replace-
ment of equipment, refrigeration and cooking and heating -
apparatus, etc., the policy should be to create a reserve
fund by a small increment in the rent, rather than addition
to it or further reliance on any subsidy when the need
arises
.
Maintenance costs which include not only the tech-
nical services but gas and electricity and expense of
social workers and activities, is generally assumed on
large-scale, low-rent projects to be about thirty-six dol-
lars per room per year. Careful studies have shown that
cutting down these technical services have resulted in
only a negligible saving while possibilities for greater
maintenance charges might run riot. Much more is saved
through a lowered interest and amortization rate, or an
increase in height of stories.
*
If the best of modern principles are followed
the cost of good management will more than pay for itself
*lffiller»s Hsg.
. Letter, May 21, 1934; "What It Costs to
"
Operate a Hsg. Project" - Taylor & Whiston: Housing Study
Guild bulletins, Nos. 4 •& 5, February, 1935, for more de-
tailed information.

in the long run even though it is unfortunate- that this
new addition to cost of housing has arisen so rents can-
not be even lower, but efficiency in the other economic
costs of housing would be so great, if they were to
achieve results comparable to good management , that cost
of management would be insignificant.
»
FINANCING
Achievement of economies in planning ani construction
depend on cheap land and cheao money. But, at tne same
time, the reduction of theselatter, especially money, depends
on efficiencies in the new methods which will bring lover
costs, lowering the long time financial burden and giving
greater worth and security to the investment.
All the factors in the housing oroblem are mutually
dependent, then, but the most vital single element, the
most influential of the cost factors, and the item wMch
may be primarily indicted for the retardation of efforts to
provide low-cost housing and for the losing attempts of
small owners against the loss of ownership, is the financing,
the provision of credit.
Housing is hot one of the more profitable investments
available, and agencies naturally place their funds where
returns are higher. But perhaps more of a drawback, causing
scarcity of funds, has been the small-scale, speculative
natu're of the housing ventures which requires a high rate
of return. These facts are evident not so much in first
mortgages, as in the second or junior mortgages which are
not only hard to finance but involve, besiie the interest,
a high bonus or discount which causes the rate to be anywhere
from ten to twenty-five per cent on the loan. Authorities
in the National Association of Real Estate Boards agree
"
—there is no question but the risks of second mortgages
are generally overemphasized " *
* "Information Servlce"-Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America-June 13, 1935

The problem of financing real estate Is met by
using the 'mortgage' for obtaining a loan. This means that
the borrower not only gives his bond or note (or series of
notes) that he will repay the loan but also pledges his
interest in specific real estate to secure the loan.
There is a varying relationship between the
amount of the loan and the value of the property, depend-
ing on circumstances. The amount may be anywhere from
about 25-40^ of the value of vacant land and from 40-80$
of the value of improved property. This value is the
"borrowing capacity" of the property the balance is the
equity. Persons wishing to finance a nroject can very
seldom furnish all the cash, so they must use one of the
following sources of credit for securing a mortgage loan
and if the cash they have will not cover the 'equity 1 a
further Mortgage is needed. Each of these agencies has
certain pecularities which enable it to suit the indiv-
idual case due to its business policy or the requirements
or permission? of law.
Private Lenders
Though gradually being eliminated, individual
lenders still supply a tremendous amount of money in local
areas, on properties with which they are familiar, and are
a prolific source for junior mortgages which institutions
will not handle. They can charge the high rates prohibited
to institutions, even beyond the legal limit, for they are
not bound to keep accounts that may be examined. The loans
they can finance are usually not so good as those obtained

by institutions and involve costs, in addition to the
higher r^tes, higher fees for examinations of title, ^aners,
etc., and nerhaos brokers commissions which institutions
would keep to a minimum.
Trust Funds
Individual, endowment and corporate funds admin-
istered by trustees who want safe and non-fluctuating types
of investments are a source of financing mortgages or a
share in them, but not so much individually as through the
institutional agencies explained later. Under the law,
trustees may invest in first mortgages located in their
state from 50-7b% of the value of the property.
Institutions
These are stronger, more efficient, and for the
most part cheaoer sources than individual. There are
many tyoes which should be considered carefully on the
following points. "Institutions which are consistent in
the refusal to accept risky loans, whcih give prompt answers
to applications, and have as little formality as possible,
which do not exact the largest possible fees, which are not
anxious for the property and do not speculate on the prob-
ability of obtaining title to it through a foreclosure and
which, for the reasons just stated are able to pick their
loans with care, taking only the best, are the best sorts of
lenders." *
Savings Banks
These are the bulwark of credit for real estate for
their deposits being dormant, afford the opportunity for long
* Real Estate Financing—North, VanBuren, Smith. P. 32-33

term, conservative Investment. Because of its place in the
community, it is anxious to promote welfare and encourage
home ownership. The rates are low especially in mutual in-
stitutions.
Insurance Companies
These offer a valuable source both as to large and
individual projects. The largest companies have roughly
about seven billion dollars invested in real estate. Their
loans are for longer oeriods--ten to fifiteen years without
reduction of orlncloal--and are especially valuable to areas
without adequate supply of money, through agents--local bank-
ers or attorneys--who are direct or indirect representatives.
Loans are limited to first mortgages ani only a very conser-
vative proportion of the valuation.
Trust Companies—Investment Bankers
Closely related but separate, these types have
grown rapidly as a source of credit. The former administering
general as well as specific 'funds' and the latter using
these plus investments by the general public, have a large
scope. Their restrictions are similar to banking institutions
in regard to limit to first mortgages and the proportion of
the assets that may be invested in real estate. The second,
investment bankers usually handle only large issues for large
comrr.isions.
Commercial Banks
Loan only occasionally to valued customers because
of their need for quick cash realization as well as legal re-
strictions. National banks are now permitted to loan up to
50% on first mortgages for less than a five year period.
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Mortgage Coirpanles
Investors who do not have knowledge to assume
the supervision of duties accompanying Investments in a
mortagage, caused the growth of these companies which
sell guaranteed mortgages, which are limited practically,
d'-e to guarantee, to first mortgages.
Title Companies
These have developed "because their loans are
protected and facilitated when they make the searches.
They have a trust company business along with their insurance
and title examinatior functions. Weak twenty years ago,
i
they are now very strong financially and give loans usually
only on first mortgages.
Industrial Organizations
Often companies finance the purchase of homes,
especially those which they themselves have built, for
their employees either through one of the agencies mentioned,
the company itself, or employees saving and loan associations.
Savings and Loan Associations
These have become the most significant force in
helping the average citizen finance his own home. They are
a cooperative financial institution having saving or borrow-
ing members. They may be terminating , which admits no
members after all subscriptions are taken on origninal issue
of shares an" continues until the savings or profits equals
a definite sum. (Now obsolete); serial, which have no ultimate
termination, issuing new series when needed; and permanen t t
in which subscriptions to shares may be had anytime.
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The sayingi member may Invest by: the Income plan
in which the stock is Dald for in full when joining; the
installment olan (usually $1.00 oer month on each ($100)
share; or the saving nlan in which no definite periodic pay-
ments are made. (Same then as savings bank function).
Saving members join usually for the nurpose of
borrowing, so loans are given for the purchase of shares equal
to or an amount in excess of the loan. In 1929 there were
about 13,000 associaitlons with over 11 million members with
resources of over seven billions of dollars of which 92^ was
in small dwellings. These figures dropped in 1935 to 10, 53^
with 7,049,567 members with assets of #5, 8*8,710,326 or aver-
age of |835.33 per member.
Public and quasi -ombllc
Include the funds of fraternal, social and religious
organizations, and special state funds such as the Wisconsin
Teachers' Fund. The limited-dividend companies under the
N. Y. ^tate Housing Board, either public or private, are
financing agencies but of a different nature from those above,
for they are self-financing, as are also the few cooperative
projects in the United States for multiple dwellings.
Federal Farm Loan Banks
These in twelve districts heralded + he advent of gov-
ernment encouragement in order to equalize farm loan interest rates
and create standard froms of farm mortgage investments.
Borrowers get together ( ten people who want an aggregate sum
of $20,000) and form corporations known as National Farm Loan
Associations in which stock must be subscribed to for five oercent

of the loan, the funds then being invested in the stock of the
district Federal Land Bank. This menns mutual liability to
the extent of the canital invested. Loans were only for first
mortgages uo to 50% of the land value and 20# of the improve-
ments, not for less than $100 or over $25,000 nor under five
or over forty years.
This description of agencies has been outlined not
only for exnlantion of the possible avenues for credit but
also to show that with but few exceptions these agencies are
limited by law or conservatism to first mortgages. The need
in most cases for a second mortgage means that only a few
agencies are available—namely individual lenders, savings
banks, title companies and savings and loan associations, with
investment bankers for large-scale flotations--so the lack
of supoly causes the high rates regardless of the worth and
security of the prooerty.
"The ordinary commercial builder pays well over 9%
for the use of his money and may ^ay bonuses, discounts, and
fees amounting to over 20^ of the total cost of the house.
First mortgage money may be secured from building and loan
associations on loans running for as l°ng as twelve years and
amounting to two-thirds of ffull market value; from life insur-
ance comoanies on loans sometimes as long as fifteen years and
running as high as 50 to c 5 or even 65 ner cent of conservative
valuation; from savings banks, trust comnanies, and national
banks on loans running from three to five '-ears and limited by

law to 50 or 60 per cent; and from mortgage companies lending
uo to 75 oer cent and over on appraisals which are frequently
as time has oroved, superficial and sometimes actually dishonest.
"Second mortgage money however is not secured from such
sources* It must be picked up as occasion offers and at the
orice demanded, and frequently its lenders are not oerrons of
the most scrupulous honor.
"With such excessive rates the small householder is
commonly unable to save enough to pay o^f the second mortgage
when due and is obliged to refinance with additional discounts." *
Here is shown another weakness of the capitalist
system when the second greatest consumer of caoital has to nay
such high cost for money, which means and increased orice of the
oroduct which forces peoole who want to own their homes, to be
slaves to them instead of masters. This has done more than
anything else to discourage home ownership.
The soeculator—land and building--is one of the
chief causes. He oays freely, develoos an inferior oroduct,
unloads on the owner after his actions have fi^ed high money
rates, and gets out from under with a neat orofit. The owner
who can just barely carry the finance charges is lost when
the flimsy house starts to deteriorate and the neighborhood
changes it? character, raising costs and lowering income and
value resoectively
.
The second great cause is the attitude of lenders
who look on financing of home not from the social ooint of
view at all but merely from the idea of a * safe investment.'
Remedies which will lower the money costs must
* Housing America—Editors of Fortune, ^. 69
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include guarantee of a safe long time investment which extends
to second mortgages, which implies that the houses must be
desirable at least through the oeriod of amortization. This
involves the items of a neighborhood which will continue to be
converiently located and not likely to becore blighted, and
a soundly built minimum standard house.
The Editors of Fortune say in regard to this: "Two
things are obviously necessary to the cure of this condition
(inferiority of second mortgages). 0r e is the reduction of
the element of risk in housing loans and the other is the
the destruction of the traditional financing system and of
the banking psychology that goes with it.
The element of risk will be reduced by the build-
ing industry itself if the industry can (l) reduce building
costs and increase building value to a noint at which houses
can compete dollar for dollar, with other commodities and
(2) organize and control the develooment of lani so that
original lan^ costs may be reasonable and the future of
residential neighborhoods secured.
The mass-produced, pre-fabricated house will meet
the first requirement. That house-will eventually offer a
dollar value as high as the dollar v^lue of the automobile,
in addition, "he value will be ascertainable and standard so that
the value of the house itsel f will be approximately the same
wherever it is located. And though the standard house will
not have the turn-in value of the standard automobile, it will
have a rental or use Ipalue which the auto does not have, ^hid
the second requirements of land and economic stability may be
secured by governmental coooeration.
"

The community unit which was seen to be an especially
useful aid to economies in land purchase, land development,
and costs of construction also lends itself not only to the
economies of mass financing but because of the safe non-deteri-
orating character of the project involves less risk and there-
fore even lower rates.
An attempt has been started, b> r the Associated Leaders
of Lumber and Fuel Dealers of America with their Homes Finance
Corporation, to solve the problem. Operating in eighty cities
it appraises the building sites, awards buliding contracts,
aDProves design and materials, investigates the credit of the
buyer and has charge of managing the whole job. After a sound
first mortgage has been given, the remainder, (up to 75^ of the
value on fifteen year, 6% terms, with monthly payments which
include interest and amortization of about 38.44 per $1000)
is underwritten. This organized centralization is the only
means to a really sound investment.
Another method of attack on the problem after making
the investment sound, is to change the restrictive legislation
by raising the limit of loans and removing limitation to first
mortgages. This is ve$ dangerous to our financial system if
not controlled properly. Part of the prograr? of the Roosevelt
Administration has bv an indirect way, lessened the restrictions.
Let us examine the agencies which are aiding housing by offering
cheaper credit an:1 see if they are doing so, and without causing
any weakness in our credit system.
The housing agencies consist of PWA which is purely
a constructive agent, the RA which though primarily a building
agency also makes loans, and the financing agencies: FCA, FHLBB
4
and its four egencies, nFC and the -federal housing Administration.
The following material is adapted from a chart called "Principal
Federal Agencies Concerned with Housing" from, the government
printing office (16-5551).
arm Credit Administration
Provides a cooperative credit system for agriculture,
and incidentally makes loans available for the purchase, con-
struction, im^rovere.nt , and refinancing of farm homes, within
the system are 11) The Federal Land Banks, which make long term
farm-mortgage (first) loans; (2) Production Credit Associations,
providing short tern credit by discounting loans with or borrow-
ing fron t' e Federal Intermediate Credit Banks; end (5) Banks
for Cooperatives, which loan to cooperative organizations. The
first is only of these concerned with housing. Land Bank
Commissioner Loans are provided for a higher percentage of value
(up to 75% but not more than $7500) than the Land Bank Loans. It
does not build and loans only to farmers with the land Bank Loans,
having the same provisions as the federal Farm Loan Banks under the
old system.
Federal Home Loan Bank Board
Supervises four of the agencies which ere designed to
facilitate, encourage, and assist private mortgage lending in-
stitutions to make available an adequate volume of long-term,
non-farm home mortgage credit for construction, purchase, re-
financing and improvement, end at the same time provide means for
sound and economical investment of small savings.
(1) Federal Home Loan Bank System
With its 12 regional banks serves its member institutions with
a permanent credit reserve system for short or long-term loans
/
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the long term secured by aooroved home*mortgage collateral.
Will loan to non-member institutions if mortgages are
secured by FHA; no loans to individuals iirectly. October
1935 there were 3400 members with over three billion dollars
of resources.
(2) Savings snd Loan Division
Promotes Federal ^and Loan Associations only in communities
not served by existing institutions, by chartering and supervising
these privately managed local mutual thrift and homefinancing
institutions, so sound mortgage lending Practices will be
established ani to enable safe investments and savings by those
wit 1"! smmll means.
(3) Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Coro.
Insures uo to $5000 the safety of individual investors in
Federal Savings and Loan Assos. and acceotable State chartered
. istitutions of the building-and-loan type, against loss.
(4) Home Owners Loan Corporation
This agency ceased operations on June 12, 1936 because the
ouroose was to lean to distressed owners unable to finance through
other channels. It refinanced on a long-term basis at moderate
interest the indebtedness of those who were faced with the
loss of their homes through foreclosure or tax sale, an^ to
orotect the home credit structure against deflation.
The RFC Mortgage Comoany
Refinances existing mortgages on commercial, income-
oroducing properties and makes loans in connection ^vith new
construction where there is an economic need for it, in order
to aid in the establishment of a normal market for sound mort-
mortgages on urban commercial income-producing property; it

purchases at a discount from mortgagees who originally accept-
ed them, mortgages on new construction begun on or after April
I, 1935 which are insured under the National Housing Act, Title
II. It does not refinance or lend on these properties when
credit is available from private canital or other Federal agents,
nor on residence buildings with less than five apartments.
Federal Housing Administration
This agency lends no money whatsoever, it is merely
a set-up which ^rovidea for insurance of the ordinary private
financial institutions against a loss due to loans on three
types of financing:
A. Modernization and repairs of:
1. Business, industrial, an" institutional ^ro^erties,
and for the purchase and installation of machinery and equipment
on such pronerties, from -$2000 to $50,000.
2. All types of property up to |2000 for each nrooerty
including farm property, exclusive of equipment or machinery
which is not, or does not become part of the structure.
3. Equipment machinery or property damaged by any
catastrophe.
B. Home Mortgages
Created by private enterprise for amounts u^ to
$16,000, and up to 80% of the appraised value, for terms up to
20 years, exclusive of income producing farm-prooerty . It means
a sound method of home financing, obviatlon of the necessity of
second and third mortgages, promotes uniform lending and
appraisal practices, and higher standards of construction, with
a uniform Interest rate of a maximum of 5% plus one-half of
one percent service charge.

C.
Large-scale housing projects
Insures mortgages financing these ^rojects uo to
10 millions of dollars.
Of all these agencies the Federal Housing Administration
and its methods offers the most interesting attack o^ the
oroblem of finance. In December 1935 there had been a total
insurance on 750,567 items with a valuation of $451,695,827.
They were: Modernization and repair 708,405 for ?°54,070,729;
Mutual mortgage insurance 42,147 for$170,594, 864; and for
large scale projects 15 for $27,030,234. Over 60^2 banks or
representing over 85^ of the banking resources of the country
have made insured modernization loans, and 8046 institutions
including national and State banks and trust companies, savings
banks, life insurance companies, building and loan associations
and mortgage comoanies with more than 10,000 outlets, applied
an" have been aporoved as agents for mutual mortgage insurance.
In 1936 the:~e was added enough to bring the toial
to over 1,500,000 loans with a value of over $1,166,000,000,
a gain of over 45^ of the business in 1935* The^e are in-
volved over 1,150,000 families and 100,000 small business
concerns. Only 58.^ of the mortgages were less than $4000
with 53«6 fo the families buying homes having income of
$2500 or less, one-third with income of |2000 or less. It
still renders a great service even though it is not exactly
low-cost housing, but when the low-cost house is built the
system for financing is ready to function, what more could the
government do?
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Mortgage financing presents no more difficulty in
normal times than any other type of financing and yet when this
depression came, real estate mortgages came to be looked upon
as the worst possible kind of investment and the desire to own
a hone was given a set back fror which it will take long to
recover.
what is this peculiarity of the mortgage field which
causes such trouble? Briefly, withdrawal of funds in other
fields means merely a cut-down of production but in the mortgage
field this withdrav/al can take place only in one way by foreclos-
ure and sale, unless there are further funds available for re-
financing. In times of stress when funds are wanted in liquid
form either because of need or because of fear of security of in-
vestment, this withdrawal means foreclosure and sale, for at
such tr es there are no funds available for refinancing.
forced sale means low prices and others fearing for
their investment try to liquidate, the circle grows ^nd brings
lower and lower -rices. J-he way out of this peculiar problem then
is either to bring about a state of mind whicb will reccngnize
the fact that, because a few investments are being liquidated,
the value of the whole will not be materially affected unless
the people who do rot need the cash for immediate use but who
fear for their security also try to liquidate their claims; or
to set up a control factor which can give cash and yet be in a
position to withhold these foreclosed properties from the general
market.
All of our financial problems during times of stress
are due to the desire for cash. It is this psychology of

liquidity on the part of individual investors that forces the
institutional mortgage investors to sell out. The ideal way
out could be achieved if our people could he educated and if
our econoriic system, was such as merited confidence in abiding
by the education—education to the fact that their investment
is rendered insecure only because of their lack of confidence
and the resulting desire for cash, when there is no real basis
for this fear. Such a way out is humanly impossible now.
The other remains, that of providing cash for those
who find it necessary to foreclose or liquidate, and at the same
time keeping the property from being sold immediately in the open
market. The results would be evident. The value of property
would be kept up. There would be no geometric progression of
fear. The desire for liquidity remaining inoperative there
v.ould be no need for inflationary issue of currency even though
nower was there, ^.nd thus the mortgage field would offer sound-
ness of investment which would enable it to compete favorably
with the demands of other fields of enterprise for funds.
Availability of funds means possibility of financing the equity.
And this means increased construction, steady employment for
hundreds of thousands and so prosperity.
The agency which will discount mortgages for cash and
hold the property from the market must be a public or govern-
mental institution for it alone can furnish the c^sh or credit,
can hold the property until the market is steadied
,
and has no
huge -rofits as the basis of its altruism. Its nature would be
along the lines of the .b'ederal Reserve System with its facilities
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however, available to all institutions which invest in mortgages.
Such would not have to issue currency, ban}- or government credit
would probably do just 8S. well. (Bank deposits being considered
less inflationary during depression than currency;.
The chief danger would be that unless confined to
emergencies, and unless there was some penalty in the discount
rates, all the mortgage debt would soon be shifted to it. The
Federal housing Administration is the nearest approach so far
to such a system.
It insures the institution in case it is nee ssary to
foreclose; at forecloseure it assumes the mortgage and takes over
the property which it can sell or hold at will; and under section
three of the National Housing Act under which it was created, it
may advance 100 percent cash against the insured mortgages, with
this power behind it, it seldom finds a denand for immediate
cash discount. The fact that discount facilities are not only
available but insured as to their availability, makes the system
doubly strong.
Such 8 discount system, however ideal will not work
unless there are three further practices improved at the sarre time,
for it is on these that the system rests. They are: (1) a sound
appraisal system, (2) terms of borrowing and loaning which are
based on practices which assure the loan will be repaid rather
on those which hedge for security in case the loans cannot be re-
paid, and (3) a system which distributes funds to the areas of
demand so they will be no waste either from excess supply which
means investment in unworthy, decadent property, or excess derend
which retards progress of new construction where the desire for
it is present.

The need of the first of these is quite apparent. Un-
less practices of appraisal are fairly uniform and standardized,
and the exact status of each piece of property known and stated
fairly once and for all when the first equity is placed against
it, the discount will be weakened in its effectiveness due to
delay at tine of discount, further, sound practices of appraisal
not only of property value but of paying end character capacity
minimize chances of foreclosure. The system then has a basis on
which it can judge whether the lien is worthy of insurance or
discount, and be certain it is not refusing worthy ones and
helping the unworthy because of difference in standards. The
Research divisions of the F.K.A. and Housing Divisions of the
P.W.A. have finally brought about nationwide progress in this
field of appraisal.
The second too, must be carefully planned. The terms,
as far as the borrower is concerned, must be such as he can meet
such as enable him to repay in full, to meet his payments regular-
ly as they come due. These payments must be small and regular, and
include all charges and reduction of principal. The debt must
cover the entire debt obligations against each niece of property,
and run to full repayment before any ordinary deterioration 'or
obsolescence can take place. With such provisions msde. thev
should be clinched by having them run for the full life with no
refinancing.
This means a single, long-term mortgage, covering the
entire percent of financed equity against the property, with a
single monthly payment covering all interest and insurance and
finance charges and a proportionate reduction of principal. Both

the borrower end the lender will know just how they stand.
The lender must be, under such a system, a fairly large in-
stitution in order that the small repayments may total a sum
large enough for reinvestment purposes, with experience enough
to judge what should be done if temporary reverses make pay-
ments impos ible, and with ability to carry such without any
ill effects on itself.
In order that the individual investor may feel secure
the investment institution should be managed by those who have
an interest in the capital stock out of which losses wil]V>e renaid,
and the institution should be linked with a discount system, such
as just outlined, in order to give the investor the desired
liquidity.
With a sound discount system, interest of the manage-
ment in the capital structure, and a single mortgage system will
give terms 1 hich v/ill result in benefit and security to both the
borrower and the lender. The F.H.A. which has proven to be the
agency which came through with the discount and standard appraisal
systems has also taken the initiative to bring about the much
needed single mortgage by loaning up to QOfo of the appraised
value (up to ^16,000) with long term amortization periods up to
20 years, with a single payment covering all finance and insuranqe
costs, including interest at 5% plus one half of one percent
service charge.
Thus the low-percentage, short-term, unamortized, high
cost mortgage (especially second mortgages) has been eliminated.
It certainly was a long time coming, but people refused to see
that the safety of a loan did not lie alone in the ratio to

apuraised value, that no shortening of maturity date could make
it more liquid, for the income of the "borrower is the determining
factor of safety pnd it is the creation of terms in accordance
with this ability to repay that makes a sound investment.
The final factor which is necessary for the maintenance and
progress of the discount system is the necessity for an agency
which can equalize the demand and supply of investment funds in
wide areas.
The large investors could invest in a system which
provides for pooling of mortgages and issuance of bonds against
them such as is provided for by the "mortgage bank" system. These
national mortgage associations would be a method of equalizing
supply and demand of funds. They have worked very well in
European practice but would have to urove themselves here. Again
we find the JMatioral Housing Act coming through. Title III
provides for the chartering of such institutions, but only time
will bring them into really vital factors of the entire plan,
A system of mortgage financing such as we have out-
lined as necessary to preservation of a mortgage system during
depression and for stability during minor fluctuations of the
business cycle, in in fact made part of our financial system by
the National Housing Act.
A stabilized system means security, and security will
attract funds to the mortgage field. As it is availability of
funds which enables financing of equity, and it is this ability
to finance which projects construction, prosperity of the nation
stands to be helped in no minor portion by the inauguration of
single mortgage discount system. The sytem claims these results:

"The introduction of the mutual mortgage insurance
system has brought about marked changes in th 3 entire home
mortgage field and has been influential in bringing about:
The firm establishment of the long-term monthly amortized
mortgage in the field. (20 years, 50-/2^ ^includes all charges.)
The free flow of mortgage m^ney from centers of supply
into communities where funds are normally scarce, (insured
mortgages can be discounted at Federal Reserve Banks or used
as collateral, or sold to RFC. T^e Federal Reserve Banks are
not restricted to -ortgages in the local area).
The reduction ibn mortgage financing charges due to
uniform interest rates and elimination of junior mortgages.
Improvement in construction practices, influenced by
standarized appraisal methods, based on minimum standards.
Increased safetv to both the borne buyer and the lender
throughout the life of the mortgage as a result of Insurance
protection and the safeguards attending it."
"To the orivate institutions that make or might be in
a position of making home-mortgage loans, the mutual mortgage
insurance system provides--
1. Protection against loss of principal from investments i
home mortgages;
2. Home mortgages with a recognized investment status,
and that, instead of being extremely nonliquid, become liquid
either for sale, or as collateral in obtaining loans in case
of emegency
.
3. Thorough scrutiny of proposed mortgage loans by the
trained underwriting staff of the FHA, with its unique facilitie
for recordinp- and comparing home-orooerty values and standards

throughout the country; this affords a sounder bisis for valuation
and for determining mortgage risks than has ever before been
available." *
The cryirg need is being met as far as financing is
concerned and without weakening, in fact, strengthening, the
financial and credit institutions.
Summary
The costs of financing have been one of the sadder
Dhases of the housing problem, the item which in most cases
proved to be the "straw th^t broke the camel's back."
The vital point was the financing of second mortgages,
although first mortgages too, constituted a problem in regard to
high costs. Costs were made high due to restrictive legislation
or conservatism due to overemphasized risks on this type of
investment.
The factor of lack of supply is sir-Ply a matter of
the methods of our financial system, the present program of
the government, especially the mortgage insurance plan of
the FHA, has solved to a marvelous extent this lack of adequate
funds by providing a high coverage, long-term, uniformly low
interest rate by the 'single mortgage' system. The insurance
method has not only increased the supply but reduced the fear
of risk as a means of accomplishing its end.
Risk may also be attacked so as to give more funds
at lower rates by making the house or structure have greater
dollar value and a longer life by sound construction methods,
and by careful planning insure the future amenity of the
location against deterioration, with governmental cooperation.
* Second Annual Report of the FHA, lc<35, P" 25 «
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U.P The amounts of home mortgage debt in 1931 was distrib-
uted as follows according to the estimates given in the Hearings
on the National Housing Act, page 21, by the United States senate.
building and Loan Associations $6,500,000,000
Individuals 4,000,000,000
Mutual Savings Banks 3,500,000,000
Mortgage Companies 3,000,000,000
Insurance companies 2,000,000,000
federal Reserve Member Banks 1,400,000,000
All other Hanks. 1 ,100 ,000 ,000
#21, 500, 000,000
This amount did not include farm mortgages, and
at that ti r, e the 21 1/2 billions represented almost half of
all the long term debt of the United States.
In 1934 the long term debt represented in mortgages *
was $38, 200, 000, 000 or 51.1% of all the long term debt. It was
split: Farm Mortgages $7.8 billion — 10.4%
Non-farm Home 17.7 M —.23.7
Other Urban Real Estate 12.7 " -- 17.0
$38,200,000,000—51.1%
.Excluding the far™ mortgages we still have 40.7%
of the entire debt in urban real estate, with 23.77© in homes.
This $17,700,000,000 is a drop of three billions, just about
the amount of the total which the H.O.L.C. has been forced to
absorb (the highest amount being in June 1936, §3,092,871,000)
from the mortgage field.
The Federal Home Loan Bank Hoard has held given the
following home mortgage loans : **
Date home Loan Bks . H.O.L.C . Fed Sgv & Loan
End of January, '35—$ 81 ,9 78,000—$2,363,824,000—$ 92,720,000
'56-- 102,745,000-- 2,984,438,000— 329,643,000
•37— 143,738,000-- 2,729,274,000— 552,411,000.
These figures have increased steadily except that the
January figure of H.L.B. showed, first decrease (from December).
* Statistical Abstract—1936, p. 275
** Federal Reserve Bulletin, March 1937.
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from |145 ,394 ,000 , end of course those of the h.O.L.C. which
reached its peak figure in June 1936, at #3,092,871,000. *hiB
latter corporation had guaranteed obligations of #3,013,000,000.
The status of the building and Loan Associations as
of December 31, 1935: *
State federal Total
Associations 9549 985 10,534
Members 6,543,341 516,226 7,059,567
Assets $5,408,859,749 $479,850,577 #5,888,710,326
The value of loans in 1935 was #478 ,474 ,396 . The
F.H.L.B.B. in a news release of March 27,1936 estimated that at
the end of 1935 that members of its savings association division
represented assets of $3,030,938,593 or 48% of all the assets
of building and Loan Associations ($6,369,199,250), end that
these savings and loan associations held at the end of 1935,
§3,770,000,000 or 31% of the $11,600,000,000 such mortgages held
by lending institutions, savings and commercial banks, trust,
insurance and mortgage companies; and excluding the h.O.L.C.
and private lenders, the latter holding about $2,800,000,000,
the former, as shown on the previous page holding another
$2, 729, 274, 000.
The H.O.L.C early in 1936 passed the millionth loan
(according to a news release from that office March 30,1936)
but the value of $3,031,168,924 with the average loan being
.33020 and the amount representing over one-sixth of the entire
urban mortgage debt. It had as of February 29,1936,7925 fore-
closures (or one of each 140 loans), 4162 of which it is said
could, but refused to continue payments; it had collected
approximately 73.4% of the $335,669,010 due then; and on April
4950 of the loans had been paid in full though not due. The
repayments come in at c?7.91 per $1,000 of loan.
* Monthly Labor Review, December 1936, page 1434.
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Then we see fro 1 - the ratio of one-sixth mentioned by
the F.H.L.B.B. on the* nrevious page that the mortgage debt of
the country at the end of 1935 was over $18 ,000 ,000 ,000 as
far as urban homes were concerned, but how it was distributed is
rather difficult to determine, but the increase of the total
at the present date is equally difficult but probably remains
essentially the same, in ratio at least.
The Statistical Abstract for 1936 yields the following
figures as of the end of 1935: Insurance Companies (p. 263) had
$5,856 ,610^and all Active Banks lp.246) had $8,694,600,000 in
real estate mortgages (586.6 mil. of which was on farms) but
how much of this was on homes could not be determined. Of the
latter figure of active banks there is perhaps included the
figures in real estate of the Federal Reserve Member Banks
of ,;2, 284, 000, 000, and of JMationel Banks of $1 ,320 ,200 ,000.
The figures which we have been able to find look
somewhat as follows:
1955
Building and Loan Associations $6,639,199,250
Individuals 2,800,000,000
insurance Companies 5,856,610^0
F.H.L.B.B. 3,500,000,000
Federal Heserve banks 2,284,000,000
All other tsanks 6,400,000,000
Federal Land Banks 2,061,472,000
Land Bk. Cpmm. Loans 836,062,000
We hesitate to give a total for the figures are not
comparable, many containing farm and urban mortgages, other than
home.
The Federal Reserve bulletin (p. 253) of March 1937
showed the obligations insured by the united states to be
(as of January 1937), $4,867,000,000, distributed as follows:
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Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation $1 ,422 ,000 ,000
home Owners Loan Corporation 3 ,013 ,000 ,000
Reconstruction Finance uorp. 252,000,000
federal Mousing .f-dmini strati on 566,531,502
The Lending Institutions financing mortgages accepted
for insurance by the F.H.A. through December 31, 1936 shared
the business as shown in this table: *
INSTITUTION
National hanks
State banks and irust uos.
Total commercial panics
Building and Loan Assos.
Mortgage companies
Insurance companies
Savings aanks
All others
AMOUNT PERCENT
$178,333,138 31*5%
168,310,546 29.7
346,643,6b4 61.2
92,755,811 16.4
48,902,102 8.5
38,381,740 6.8
20,419 ,985 3.5
19,427,180 3.4
$566,531,502 100.0
The new home mortgages financed through December 1936:
DUMBER VALUE PERCENT
National banks 15,102 #75,955,696 29.86%
State Bks, end Trust Cos. 14,762 68,938,031 27.10
Savings Banks 1,908 9,748,094 3.84
Bldg. and Loan Assos. 10,129 45,290,442 17.82
Insurance Companies 3,050 16,454,711 6.46
Mortgage companies 5,921 27,691,950 10.88
Others 2,079 10,264,580 4.04
53,931 $254,343,304 100.00
Though the problems of finance seemed the most tangled
and impossible of solution of all those in the housing field a
short while ago, the advances in this phases through the help of
the National Housing Act have been the most rapid, far-reaching,
beneficial, and with brighter prospect of continuing than of any
other progress in housing here or on the Continent. Whether the
Act will mean much to the average home buyer of the future or
not, will be determined to a large extent by the efforts which
private enterprise in the financial and construction fields
put into advancing the cause of low-cost decent housing for all.
* "Insured Mortgage Portfolio—March 1937—page 19. IF7K. A.
)
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Conclusion
"There exist in urban and rural communities through-
out the Hnited States, slums, blighted areas, or unsafe, in-
sanitary, or overcrowded dwellings, or a combination of these
conditions, accompanied and aggravated by an acute shortage of
decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings within the financial reach
of families of low income.
These conditions are inimical to the general welfare
of the Nation by (a) encouraging the s^rea-3 of disease and
lowering the level of health, morale, and vitality of large
portions of the American people; (b) increasing the hazards
of fires, accidents, and natural calamities; (c) subjecting the
moral standards of the young to bad influences; (d) increasing
the violation of the criminal laws of the United States and of
the several states; (e) impairing industrial and agricultural
productive efficiency; (f) lowering the standards of living of
large portions of American peoole; (g) necessitating a vast
and extraordinary expenditure of public funds, Federal, State,
and local, for crime prevention, punishment and correction,
fire prevention, Dublic -health service, and relief.
" The failure to remedy the acute dwelling shortage has
also produced stagnation of business activity in the construc-
tion, durable goods, and allied industries, thus impeding
business activity throughout the Nation and resulting in wide-
spread and prolonged unemployment with its injurious effects
upon the general welfare of the Nation.
" Private industry alcne has been and now is unable to

overcome the obstacles in the wy of relievingthe shortage of
decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings "or families of low in-
come, and the several States and their political subdivisions
have been and now are unable adequately to aid in remedying
this condition without financial assistance."
Thus Section 1 of the Wagner-Sllenbogen Bill
summarizes the rroblem of housing. In it we find all the
major elements of the oroblem, the socialneed, the failure of
orivate industry, and the growing necessity for government
participation in one or many forms in order to solve the
problem effectively.
The wide scooe of the problem can be seen in the
number of oeoole with reasons for doing or not doing housing.
Bauer summarizes these influences succinctly in the following:
" not very many of these new reasons for doing housing seem
to have much to do with actually setting up a method of con-
structing better and cheaper houses and putting a sto^ to the
rising tide of urban blight. Economists, both liberal and
otherwise, urge housing as a means of providing emergency em-
ployment and as one of the few potentially self-liquidating
forms of public works. Cities and various sections of the
financial interest see in it a chance to rehabilitate econom-
ically blighted areas. Social workers, politicians, and a few
of the more pessimistic slum-owners think that housing can
mean only t^e spectacular , immediate clearance of the most
noisome slum districts, at any cost. Architects and engineers
are inclined t.o feel that housing however dull by comparison
* Modern Housing
, p. 240.

with skyscrapers or Norman villas, is their one glimmer of
hone in a drab future. A group of industrialists and tech-
nicians is fascinated with the notion that the orefabricated
dwelling might, like the automobile industry after the War,
provide an entirely new boom market to exploit. Romantic
reactionaries hail it as a means of nutting restless urban
unemnloyed safely 'back on the land* in hand made homesteads
with vegetable gardens. A few of the more forward-looking see
in government- assisted community housing a real tool for
regional planning and industrial recentralization. Others
see only new sources for municipal graft. Labor is apparently
more worried about the dangers of ^refabrication than about
either immediate employment of better houses to live in. And
the radicals firmly believe, with considerable logic, that
this is just one more thing which can never be accomplished
within the frame-work of a capitalistic society.
"The avowed purpose, (of the recent Washinton housing
oolicy) originally fairly constructive and ambitious, has been
pared down and compromised until now it appears to be onl T~ a
half-hearted desire to tear down a few of the more spectacular
central-slums-- but only if this can be done without hurting
anyones' feelings or really changing anything important.
Another branch of the Administration is dabbling in homesteads.
That is where the matter rests at present, and if the delays
and orogresive limitations of policy continue—a great opportunity
will have been lost.
"For the simple fact wchich underlays even the most
special agitation still stands. Namely that all the old methods
of providing houses for people of aver?ge income or less have
utterly and miserably failed."
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Housinr.
,
essentially a social problem, jzfmuat look
for its solution in the field of economics. Before any
major steps are launched by the government it is necessary
that the economic bases which have render nrivate industry
incapable of meeting the need of orcviding minimum standard
houses within the income of one-third of our population to
rent, never mind own, be thoroughly investigated and elimin-
ated as far as humanly ^ossible. A government urogram under-
taken without first demanding the highest efficiency of all
public and nrivate agencies and methods of control, land pur-
chase, construction, and fiance, will only serve to peroetuate
the ore sent evils.
The cost of housing can be reduced by effecting economies
in these things only under an ably organized plan. The govern-
ment should first act as an organizing agency to effect these
economies and then, and only then, procede to lend direct
financial assistance.
Authorities are agreed that government aid should
confine itself to these functions of administration and
financial assistance, by loan or by use of its credit, and
leave direct construction, except for possibly a few demonstra-
tion projects, to local initiative and private enterorise,
with the latter directly responsible to the municipality.
The administrative function includes control over
"the form, quality, rental scale and financial set-up" of the
houses.
The financial assistance may consist of investment in

private enterprise or if this does not lower rents sufficiently,
subsidy, either to private industry as outright grants or in
the form of rent relief to tenants, will have to be resorted to.
Housing then is becoming a oublic utility, As Bauer
says (p. 129) " in accepted theory at least, if not as yet in
any coraolete sense of acc oir.pl ishment. The right to live in
a decent 'welling has taken its olace among the 'national minima 1—
the right to good and abundant water, to sanitation, to adequate
fire and police protection, to the use of paved and lighted roads,
to education, to a certain amount of medical care, and in
many countries, to various forms of social insurance."
As a -oublic utility the fact that housing is only
one aspect of community living, becomes more and more evident,
and the necessity for planned coordination becomes clear.
The nature of the need for coordination of housing
with all of our social and economic oroblems and for coordination
of the various parts of the housing oroblem itself, the suggestions
of the National Association of Housing Officials are to the point.
"Housing is only one asoect of community living,
increase in ability to nay rent may helo the oroblem, the dis-
tribution of industry and recreation and means of intercommuni-
cation are all oart of it. Zoning regulations, systems of
taxation, conditions of real estate market ani building industry
also must be considered. All must be recognized in relation to
their effect on the whole.
"Sections of the housing problem itself which need to
be coordinated and focussed toward the main end are:
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(a) The provision of sufficient number of new dwellings that
can be- let at rents withing the reach of those needing them;
(b) Demolition and clearance of slums or other decaying area,
determining the use to which they are to be ^ut, and rehousing
the displaced tenants;
(c) Reconditioning of existing dwellings, the condition of
which does not call for demolition, but would justify the
necessary outlay.
(d) The abatement of overcrowding in existing dwellings.
(e) The bringing of the dwellings of each category under
skilled management.
"All publicly controlled housing must be studied
as regards its quantity, character, and distribution so that
it may form an integral and harmonious part in any regional and
city plan. Such coor^inati on can only be secure" through the
continued cooperation of all the authorities concerned, Federal
state, and local in accomplishing the objectives through private
enterprise.
"Study should be continuous of all factors affecting
the problem including trends of population, the number and sizes
of families, tendencies to migration, and the number, condition,
wastage and demolition of dwellings. These results, and the
results of the experiences of all agencies should be made
available for private enterpri se, which is in a partnership with
the public agencies, through a clearing house of up-to-date in-
formation. "
Above all, in order to have a real housing movement
on a long term basis, individual interest must be changed into
articulate and forceful public opinion as a group, without this
all will be as nothing.
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In this conclusion so Tar we have summarized the prob-
lem of low-cost housing, shown theVtrend towards its nature as a
public utility and set up principles v/hich must be followed if
all agencies are to put forth their efforts most efficiently in
the attack on the problem.
but the infinitely larger field, as yet untouched,
must be met entirely by private enterprise. The problem of
tanping this field means -provision of homes within the income
of the prospective buyers. The income of one third of the
American people is not sufficient to meet the present costs of
good construction through rent, and the income of the middle third
is below a level v/hich will give the capacity for ownership.
This problem of bringing costs down to income must be
attacked fror two major directions, first, on the costs of the
house itself, second, in the methods of financing and of raying
for the house, and from both directions simultaneously if any
really efficient progress is to be made. The problems in each
of these phases are "economic", and it is becoming increasingly
evident that private initiative c-nnot make the progress needed
in securing economies in these two aspects, without soir;e form
of government participation, assistance or regulation, perhaps
not so much in the construction as in the financing phase.
Let us first summarize what can be done in the field
of the costs of the house itself. There are two different fields
of construction, one for unknown tenants or owners by the mass
production of urban apartments and the sub-division; the second
for the individual prospective home owner v/hich admits of no very
great economies.

For the latter, the field of economy is to be found
either in the standardization of nresent rclans, materials and
methods of construction or in the factory prefabricated house.
The field of construction for the unknown occupants
offers additional possibilities of economy besides that of stand-
ardization and centralization of the functions of the construction
industry. This standardization and organization will not only
lower costs of material and permit more efficient work methods,
but will also eliminate the waste due to the seasonal, spasmodic,
local, and now-rush now-loaf nature of the present building
industry which causes such high rates of wages, '•'-he steady
volume held for long periods will bring wages down because the
contractor can offer minimum working days. These savings from
organization alone would bring marvelous economies to both the
mass and individual construction alike.
but, in order to bring about the needed change to the
economies of mass production, the industry must have volume. And
here we start to go around in circles. Material costs are gener-
ally slightly higher than the general price level and the wage
rates are evn more out of line. These plus lack of volume give
high prices. The lack of volume is due to the high prices. The
lack of volume causes the fixing of the prices of materials and
wages, and thus it goes. The only way out seems to be the lowering
of Drices in anticipation of volume. And though the burden would
have to be carried by the industry for a while, if carefully
planned, great benefits will accrue through achievement of volume.
It will be the' materials industry and the contractors to some
extent which will have 'to stand the shock for the labor, living
as it does from hand to mouth,would not be in a position to
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absorb the reduction without dire distress, .further , the drop
in amounts of wages could not be large enough to bring about
a sufficient increase in production and consumption to return
the wages to fnywhere near their former levels. Perhaps the
best method is to start the reduction in the retail distribution
of building materials where the mark-up is large, the volume
may be increased without any corresponding increase in overhead,
end in which, because of its direct contact with the ultimate
consumer, a reduction has an immediate effect on the volume.
These ere the problems which the construction industry must solve
for itself.
The further economies which ere open solely to mass
production for unknown occupents, whether urban or suburban, lie
in the direction of land purchase and development, mass financing,
and efficient management of the completed units to be rented or
sold.
Efficient methods of land purchase and management have
a direct effect on the costs of financing. Careful purchase which
will give protection from quick deterioration of land value due
to changes of neighborhood, and efficient management which will
protect the property itself from ranid depreciation will tend, to
the extent they protect the investment, to lower the financing
costs.
It can thus be easily seen that management performs its
function by controlling the tenants, but the problems of land
purchase and development are more complicated end may in many
cases, particularly in urb^n construction (which may involve
slum clearance and its -roblems}, mean that the municipality

must directly cooperate by regulation through building codes and
standards and zoning laws, or even by forced sale or confiscation
in order to prevent the loosing of unsocial speculation. The
best way to protect a development from the ill effects of a neigh-
borhood, is to control as many environmental factors as possible.
This is within the powers only of the body "oolitic so the devel-
opement must be made p^rt of the city or regional plan in order
to get cooperation from it. The second way would be to buy
enough land to create an independent unit. In either case the
economies will be forthcoming if the land is bought en me sre .
The best way to develop land in order to insure permanent amenity
is by use of the "community unit". r±his integrated unit will
lead to saving? in cost through mass construction and finance,
and in the seldom recqf^gjnized but very costly factor of provision
of public utility services.
i?'rom the possibilities in the improvement of the
"construction economics" we turn nov.< to sketch the problems of
the methods of financing and paying for the single house or the
development. Before doing this it is necessary to keep in mind
the relation of the factors of "construction economics" to those
of"finance economics".
The way to induce funds to enter the mortgage loan field
is to insure a sound investment regardless or any returns, for
investments from savings vhether by an individual or an institution
are generally made, not for current use of income but for future
use of principal. Security really means liquidity in times of
stress, ability to corvert the investment back into the form of

cash whenever necessary, with little or no loss. it can be
seen that liquidity is a problem of financing, but that security
is both a problem of financing and a problem of construction.
Construction economics rives security to the investment
by building a structure which, in a location which, and by methods
of management which assures that there will be no deterioration
in the value of the investment until --fter the period of amort-
ization. To the degree that security is given, to that degree
funds will be made available to the mortgage field and this
increase in availability of funds will bring lower financing
costs, as well as permitting new construction, for there can
be no homes built by the American people without financing of
a large percent of the equity. People with the desire and the
savings which brings the demand for homes, therefore, are not
in a position to effect that demand if there is a shortage of
funds for financing, even if they could carry the charges, for
funds will not be available at all.
Thus, construction economics is the more important
(if either can be called "more" important) of the two major
economic aspects, for without the security which it can give to
the investment there will be no investment. And no funds means
no construction.
With this in mind we can procede to surnarize the
problems of finance.
Although it is true that the nature of the asset behind
the investment must be secure, unsound practices of making this
investment may not only make the investment itself insecure but
may affect the very security of the asset itself. This depression

has proven this point, liven the best real property went flying
to the lowest trices, even the best prospects at the tir.ie for
financing were involved in foreclosure. Evidently security
given by proper effecting of construction was not to blame. It
must have been in the methods of financing, and it wes.
Sound l ocation End construction cen give the pro-
tection fro-" ch e nges in the structure and the neighborhood, but
it remains for fir.ancirg methods to give the protection from the
busine s s c ycle end the depressions.
Mortgages ere hard hit in depression because when
those investing in them went to convert the mortgage into eesh,
the only method is by foreclosure and sale for practically never
will the home owner be eble to pay up. This procedure floods
the market with real estate for which there ere no funds for
refinancing and so great decreases in values is caused.
We saw under "financing" thei\tc remedy this condition
there was needed for the creation of the mortgage (1) a sound
appraisal system; [2) mortgage contracts which covered the entire
percent of equity needed, -ohe full debt against each property in
a single mortgage, running for e long term but which would be
repaid in one monthly payment including ell running cherges end
regular amortization of principal.
with such mortgages created there was further needed:
(1) a discount system which could provide the necessary cash for
liquidity yet which could at the same time hold the foreclosed
property from the market until the crisis had passed, and 12)
an agency v/hich could trensfer excess funds of one erea to erees
of need, thus equalizing demand end supply end enebling the mort-
gage field to compete favorably with other fields seeking funds.

The National housing Act through the F.H.A. hes met
the demand of these principles and has set up a system to pro-
tect the hoi e owner from the ravages of the business cycle end
the psychology of liquidity which have so often in the past
ruined, and would in the future nullify, the effects of the
most efficiently built home in the best location.
Such a system now that we have finally secured it, shoul
be jealously guarded, and though it is weak now, not in its struc-
ture, but in the limitations of time end money, we must add the
better elements as we progress end not let the whole system go
just because it does not reach perfection. Government help
in such a system is basic end meens much to the housing field as
a whole, and possibly, if hendled correctly, provision of housing
for our low income groups through privete industry rather then by
the methods found necessary abroad, which involved much direct
government expense.
The recent resolution of Congress on February 19,1937,
has eliminated for a while longer one of the weeknesses of the
system ,n limitation of operetions to July 1, 1957, by extending
the time to July 1, 1939. The other possible weakness of limi-
tation of the fund to two billions of dollars is far from be-
coming such yet, for the total amount of insurance issued es of
February 1, 1957 only reached £614,000,000; end the original
^10,000,000 reserve fund has grown to about ^18,000,000 and is
increasing at about $600,000 a month with e more repid increase
possible for the future.
Unfortunately the other Federal financing agencies
are making little contribution to the progress of the solution of
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the financial situation, ^hey are chiefly concerned with
holding the mortgage field from retrogressing. Our progr-m of
finance should be permanently organized in accordance with the
-principles sketched above so a need for such agencies as the
M.O.L.C. will not be felt in the future. As far as the financing
of low-cost privately constructed housing is concerned, the i?'.H.A.
is making little impression, and the only hope for the future
seerrs to be the use of limited-dividend housing companies with
stock substituted for the bond capital structure. Such will
care at least for the median incomes, their former homes being
freed for lower income groups, or may be used by the government
to house the subsidi7ed families.
The possibilities are very great at the present time
that low-cost housing will be attacked by the creation of a
united States Mousing Authority as prepared by Senator Y/egner of
JMew York, in order, not only to fill the need for necessary homes
but in thus doing, to create an elastic public works program-
to absorb our permanently- unemployed population.
The government has certainly done its share in the
field where it could lend the most effective help--in financing,
ftow private initiative must do its part in securing efficiency
in construction. The government should keep hands off as long
as possible, but if improvement is not forthcoming voluntarily,
steps must be taken to root out the present inefficiencies. If
private industry wants to remain private it must clean house
quickly.
Some steps have already been taken toward the necessary
organization and centralization in the prefabricated field by
General Rouses Inc., and in the regular field by the construction

League; and with the recent development of the single mortgage
and emergency discount systems in the field of finance, all
things point to a bright future for both large and small acale
production of ho~es if these advances in housing promotion,
construction and finance are continued and carried forward in
all fields, the single individual, the large-scale community
unit develonraent
,
and the low-cost government subsidised homes.
liBftlly
,
no matter what agency may undertake housing,
if it follows the principles of land purchase and development,
construction,management and financing found to be basic here
and abroad to an ideal yet practical program of housing either
for ownership or rental, the nation's welfare will be tremendous
ly improved by a higher yet cheaper standard of living. this
will be due to the results of adherence to the principles which
means elimination of unemployment, provision of better homes, a
more just social environment and opportunites for coming gener-
ations, greater economic wealth and stability all around be-
cause of the planned, coordination of all elements of the program
8nd greater productivity and happiness of the individual citizen
because of a more just distribution of the nation's wealth,
spiritual as well as temporal that cores with provision of
decent housing for all.
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